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BasketbaD Tabloid
The men's and women's basketball
teams both have new coaches this
year. Read all about their accomplishments and ambitions for the
2002-03 season in the special basketball preview.
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Homer Simpson
Age: 3.4
Occupation: Safety Inspector at
the Springfield Nuclear Power
Plant
Hobbies: Eating, beer guzzling,
watching television, sleeping,
bowling
Favorite drink: Duff Beer
Quotes: "D'ohl", "Mmmm ... (fill
in food item)"

College students'
beloved cartoon
entered its 15th season
two Sundays ago.
Why is it so popular?
by Jonathan Meador
Staff Writer

Whether people would like to admit it or not, there's probably a little bit of Homer Simpson in everyone.
This statement alone could help explain why, every
Sunday night, millions of viewers continue to
watch "The Simpsons," now in its 15th season on the FOX Network. And after 15
years, it has evolved into something much
more than a cartoon.
Saying you've never seen an episode of 'The
Simpsons" may be akin to blasphemy in the church
of pop culture.
"I feel bad whenever I miss an episode," freshman
Clark Evans, from Owensboro, said. "And I
haven'twatched it in two days."
Evans represents the massive fan base the
series has accrued since its inception in 1987.
Originally aired as cartoon shorts on "The
Tracey Ullman Show," "Simpsons" show creator Matt Groening introduced the American
public to the animated family, which was loosely inspired by Groening's 'own relatives.
Since the premiere of the first full-length
episode, "The Simpsons Christmas Spe·
cia!," in 1989, the series has retained
prime time status, currently in syndication on networks across the globe.
Marge Simpson
Few television shows have reached
Age:3.4
similar levels of popularity, and even
Shoe Size: 13AA
fewer have managed to maintain the
Occupation:
Housewife
steam of the S.S. Homer.
Hobbies:
Baking
cupcakes
Earlier this year, the show won an
and
marshmallow
squares,
Emmy for Best Animated Series, edging
bowling,
cleaning,
nagging
out "Kim Possible," "Futurama" (another
Pet Peeves: "Itchy &
of Groening's creations) and "SpongeBob SquarePants."
Scratchy," messy rooms, a
It has spawned a merchandising frandrunken Homer
chise, an album - 'The Simpsons Sing
the Blues," featuring "Do the Bartman" - and a book exploring Simpsonian
metaphysics, titled ''The Simpsons and Philosophy: The D'oh! of Homer."
But after all this time in front of the television, why do we :;till watch?
"It's funny," Lori Griggs said.
Griggs, senior from Centralia,
Ill., isn't a regular viewer.
"I like to watch it because it
makes me laugh," .she said.
Yet some believe the show's
true colors lie beyond the occasional "D'oh!" Probing past the humor.
one finds social commentary in cartoon clothing.
"It's pure satire - satire taken to the
extreme," said Andy Gannon. professor of
history. "The show takes current trends and
events and exposes their absurdity."
Gannon said he watches the show with
his son. and they both enjoy it.
''I'm 42," he said, " and I
Bart Simpson
laugh along with my son."
'The (characters never age),"
Age: 10
Gannon added. 'They remain conOccupation: Fourth grader
stant. unchanging."
Hobbies: Skateboarding, watchBecause of thi~. the show is
ing "'The Krusty the Clown Show"
free
from
restraint. able to break
and "Itchy & Scratchy," causing
society's rules and provide commentrouble
tary from a safe distance, disguising
Pet Peeves: Martin Prince, Nel·
criticism as comedy.
son Muntz, overachievers, school
"They
say
Quotes: •Ay Coramba, "Eat my
what's on their
shorts," ..Don't hove a cow,
minds, especially
man."
Bart," sociology
instructor
Pat
McCutchen said, pointing to a statuette of the spiky-haired
Simpson on her shelf. "In our time of political correctness,
it's refreshing to see characters say and do what we O!JIY
think of doing."
"Our society is so exaggerated.'' .she continued. "Every- ·
thing is bigger than life. The Simpsons arc a reflection of
this."
And nothing - government tigures, celebrities, politics, the
media. current event~ or religion- is too large or too sacred a
subject for 'The Simpsons" to handle.
"All things are open to criticism.'' Gannon said. "The
N

.'
graphic illustration by Chris Schweizer/The News

point is that they don't take themselves too seriously. They even make fun of "He seems to represent every man."
Htimer, like Bart. says 'What we cannot say. does what we cannot do and is
themselves."
"The Simpsons" regularly turns a critical eye toward organized religion, carefree of all risks involved. McCutchen said Homer represents what Freud
particularly Christianity. Through the characters like Ned Flandefl'.the Simp- called the id, the part of the psyche which acts on raw impulse.
"The women in the show <Marge and Lisa) represent the voices of reason,"
son's Bible-thumping neighbor, and the Rev. Lovejoy, their overly hypocritical pastor, the show infu~es humor with examinations of piety she said. ·~rhe males rend to be more violent und chaotic."
McCutchen added thnt when we tum on a television. we are essentially
and the existence of God.
looking for a connection, not just entertainment, and through that
"'They
don't
portray
ChrisLisa Simpson
connection we can live vicariously through the characters
tianity
very
accurately,''
Brian
Age:8
on the screen. If this is true, then most of America will be
Baldwin, campus minister,
Occupation: Second
living in Springfield for a
said. ''But the satire is very
grader
Maggie Simpson
long time to come.
close."
Hobbies: Playing the saxoAge: 1
Yet "The Simpson.<>'' has a
phone, watching •Itchy &
method to its madness, mostly
Occupation: infant
All "'Simpsons" images
Scratchy/ reading, studying
found inside the bald yellow
Hobbies: Pacifier-sucking, copyright FOX. Used with
Pet Peeves: Bart and his antics, head of Homer J. Simpson.
tripping and falling
verbal permission. family
"He's the avert.~ge joe."
cruelty to animals, meat
First Word : Daddy
bio$ from www.gecx:tties.
sophomore Kevin Broy.
Quote: "BartiW
Quote: NSuck, suck,"
wm/Hol/ywood/7524/misc
from Geneva, Ill ., said .
L-------- -....1 .html.
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Corrections

In the Nov. 14 publication, the
MOZZ performance was incor·
rectly said to take place in Lovett
Auditorium. However, the per·
formance is scheduled for 7 p.m.
today, 7 p.m. Saturday and 2
p.m. Sunday in the large ballroom of the Curris Center.
Also, Curris Center Director
Jim Baurer's name was mis·
spelled. Baurer is the namesake
of the recently created Jim Baurer
Outstanding Staff Award.

Thursday, Nov. 13

Department to hold two
auditions for 'Medea'
Auditions for "Medea" are
scheduled from 6 to 7:30p.m . on
Dec. 1 and 2 in Wilson Hall
Room310B.
RehearsaJs will begin Feb. 9,
and performances are scheduled
from April 1 to 4.
Those who wish to audition
will be asked to read from the
play's script. Copies of "Medea"
are availabl e in Faculty Hall
Room 106.
For more information, phone
Lissa Graham-Schneider at 762·
4635.

Directing program hosts
weekend studio festival
The Directing II Studio Festival
is scheduled for 7 tonight and
Saturday night in Wilson Hall
Room 310B.
Admission is $2.
Four short plays will be per·
formed. Reserved seating is not
available.
For more information, phone
the theatre department at 762·
• 4421.

. Proposal deadline nears
· for summer 2005 term
The dead line for submitting
proposals to the Kentucky Jnsti·
tute for International Stud ies for
the summer 2005 study-abroad
programs is Feb. 23, 2004.
Generally, the summer programs are six weeks in length,
but some will be two to four
• weeks.

Matta Barnard!The News
Ladies fro m White College and Alpha G a mma Delta play fla g
football o n the intramural fi elds Monday night.

KllS programs are held in several European, Latin American
and Asian countries.
·
For more informntion, phone
Milton Grimes at 762-3091.

Registrar's Office hosts
ceremony review meeting
A meeting for all December
graduation participants is sched·
uled from 12:30 to 1 p.m. Dec. 12
in the Regional Special Events
Center.
Undergraduate and graduate
candidate!> for degrees should
attend as ceremony details will
be reviewed.
The ev<'nt is hosted by the Registrar's Office.
For more information, phone
Donna Harris at 762-3380.

Famous poet plans visit
to University in February
The Student Government
Association will present "An
Evening With Maya Angelou" at
8 p.m. Feb. 24.
Tickets for the event will be
available Jan. ·12 in the SGA
Office.
Murray State stpdents, faculty,
and staff with a valid Racercard
may pick up one free ticket. Racercards and tickets must b e
brought to Lhe lecture.
The charge for the general pub-

SUUJVJ\N'S
Ill '\ I I.H\""'111'1 '\ \1 I \I \R

IX llolt·' • IW-.!00 'anJ,

PUBLIC WELCOME
I "l.l"l'llt·nl I or lh-!!innin:.: C;.,Jh-r,:

GOLF

$20 • PGA Pro Lynn Sullivan
$0.50 OfT 18 Holes (Exp. 12-12-03)

lie is $10. C redit cards will be
accepted.
Tickets may be attained in
advance, but wiU also be sold at
the RSEC box office from 9 a.m.
to 8 p.m. on the day of the lecture.
The doors of the RSEC will
open at 6 p.m.
For more infom1ation, phone
the SGA office at 762·6951.

Jury reduces rape charge
to sexual misconduct
A grand jury reduced charges
Wednesday for Tyler C. Webb,
fresh man from Dover, Tenn..
Webb was arrested on Oct. 10
in connection with a reported
fi rst-degree rape on the Murray
State campus.
The jury reduced the charge to
a misdemeanor ind ictment for
sexual m isconduct and two
accounts
of
fou rth-degree
assault.
The Ca lloway County District
Court will have an arraignment
hearing for Webb at a later date.

Campus Briefly is compiled by
Vanessa Childers, assistant news
editor. If you would like to s1;bmit
information for a brief, pl10ne 7624468.

PAR 3 GOLF & SPORTS CENTER
18 Holes .... . . .....•......$5
Weekends & Holidays . • ••••..$8
Golf Carts, 18 Holes . • . • • • •. .$7
Driving Range ............$2.25
Miniature Golf ..... ... • • . • • •$2
Baseball & Softball Ca es •. .$0.5

We Offer Junior Rates!
1647 N. J6tb St. • Murray, KY

~ !B§m~f fJ@JYJ s,@J
10% Discount For
MSU Students With J.D.
• Hair Care
• Sugaring
• Massage Therapy • Manicure
• Facials
• Pedicure
e-mail - essentialspa@hotmail.com

"An AVE DA Concept Salon"
Spring Break in Panama Ci ty Beach, Flo ri da !
800 feet of Gulf Beach Frontave • 2larve Outdoor Swlmmln9 Pools
Sailboat, Jet Ski & Parasail Rentals • Lazy River Ride & Water Slide
Hu9e Beachfront Hot Tub • Volleyball • Suites up to 12 peopte

World's Longest Keg Party • Live Band & DJ
Wet T.Shirt, Hard Body & Venus Swlmwear Contests

BooK EARLY
SAVE$$$
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alcohol. The s ubject was gone
upon officer arrival.

12:05 a.m . An officer issued a
citation for the possession of Sunday, Nov. 16
alcohol by a minor to a subject 2:50 a.m . An officer in the
in the Roy Stewart Stadium Regents College parking lot
parking lot.
reported a vehicle in the lot had
12:46 a.m. A caller from Mason severe damage to the passenHall reported a subject's car had ger-side mirror, but advised the
been egged, but the veh icle was damage looked like it occurred
not damaged. A report was off campus.
taken.
2:16 p.m. An officer in theStadi·
8:24 p.m . The Marshall County urn parking lot advised a sub·
Sheriff's Office advised it was ject was working on his vehicle,
searching for a subject involved a nd a large amoun t of anti·
in an armed robbery. Publ ic · freeze was spilled on the lot.
Safety officers were notified.
Central Plant was notified.
2:19 p.m. An officer issued a
verbal warning to an individual
Friday, Nov. 14
2:05 a.m. A caller advised two for speeding.
subjects in the Roy Stewart Sta·
dium parking lot were looking
into vehicles parked in the lot.
A report was taken.
8:39 a.m . An officer at Springer
College advised he was following up on subjects looking into
vehicles parked in the stadium
parking lot. He advised he was
looking for a victim, but no con·
tact had been made.
1:36 p.m. A caller from Franklin
College advised he was receiv·
ing unwanted phone calls. A
report was taken.
7:38 p.m . A caller from Alexander Hall reported an unwanted
person in the parking lot. Th e
subject was gone upon officer
arrival.

Saturday, Nov. 15
12:52 a.m. A caJJer from Hester
College advised a water foun·
tain on the fourth floor was
leaking. Central Plant respond·
eel and found a compu ter disk
in the fountain. The disk was
placed in the lost and found.
6:41 a.m. A caller from the
Exposition Center reported his
boots and spurs were stolen. A
report was taken, and the situation is un der investigation.
9:16 p.m . A caller advised the
driver o f a vehicle in the residential college circle might be
driving under the influence of

Monday, Nov. 17
1:27 a.m . A caller from Springer
College ad v ised she heard
someone in the building
scream. The responding officer
reported he was · unable to
locate the source of the scream.
12:41 p.m . A caller from the
Blackburn Science Building
reported a strong smell of gaso·
line on the east wing of the sec·
ond floor. Facilities Manage·
ment and the Mu rray Fire
Department were notified. A
vehicle outside the build ing's
air intake vent caused the smell.
A report was taken .
2 p.m . An officer issued a citahon to the owner of a vehicle
behind Carlin's Restaurant for
expired registration, failure to
produce proof of insurance and
for not wearing a safety belt.
11:50 p.m . A caller from Hart
College reported scorched bed
linens in a room. The Kentucky
Fire Marshall's Office was noli·
fied. A report was taken.

Hall. The subject was issued a
citation.
11:11 a.m. A citation was issued
to an individual for driving a
vehicle without insurance and
w ith expired license plates on
North 16th Street.
3:23p.m. Casey A. Fuller, a nonstudent from Morton, Wash.,
was arrested at Franklin Col·
lege for trespassing and illegal
entry into the college. The subject was soliciting items. Three
other individuals were detained
outside the building for solicita·
tion but were not arrested.

Wednesday, Nov. 19
1:07 a.m . The Kentucky State
Police in Mayfield reported it
was searching for a vehicle
involved in a hit-and-run accident. Public Safety officers wer~
ad vised.
11:36 a.m . An officer gave a ver·
bal warning to the owner of a
vehicle wh o was driving with
expired license plates. The
owner said he would have his
registration updated by Friday.
7:40 p.m . The residence director
for Regents College reported a
sign on the third floor of the
build ing was scorched on the
com er. The Housing Office and
the Murray Fire Department
were notified.
7:S4 p .m. A Racer Patrol officer
in the Roy Stewart Stadium
parking lot advised a vehicle in
the lot had a cracked wind·
shield .
9:25 p.m . The residence director
on call rep orted a plumbing
problem in Richmond College.
Central Plant was advised .

Racer Escorts: 9
Motorist Assists: 1

Tuesday, Nov. 18
8:11 a.m. An officer served a
warrant for theft from a vehicle
to a subject at 211 S. 16th St. The
subject was issued a citation.
8:21 a.m. An offic.er attempted
to serve a warrant for theft from
a vehicle to a subject at Well~

Police Beat is compiled by Vanessa
Childt>rs, assistant news editor,
with m~~terillls prwided by Public
Safety. All dispatched calls art! r~ot
listed.
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Racer-Touch causes scheduling problems
by Vanessa Childers
Assistant

l'\cw~

Editor

While scheduling classes on
Racer-Touch this week, many students experienced problems with the
University's registration system.
Registrar Donna Harris said on
Nov. 3, a key hnrd drive that powers
Racer-Touch malfu nctioned.
As u result of the malfunctions,
sophomore Jacob Hcin, from Henderson. said when he tried to schedule his classes ar 2:30 p.m. last Friday, he had difliculties.
"At first, I couldn' t get through,''
he said. ''You know when the system
is busy, and you hear the guy's voice
saying, 'Welcome to Racer-Touch,
please hold on for the next available

,..

..,.

\\TI.C .< l\l f.

CLUBS

line.' Anyway. I waited for about a
half of an hour then hung up,''
Later Friday afternoon, when Hein
was in Sparks Hall. workers in the
Registration Office told him about
the system malfunction.
When Hein went back to his room
to try to schedule his classes, he
experiented further problems.
"The system was down initially,
but the second time, the wonHtn 's
voice just didn't come through," he
said.
He said it was a minor inconvenience for him to be unable to hear
the prompting voice, but · for new
Racer-Touch users, it could have
posed a larger problem.
''For people who have never used
it before. it could have caused prob-

running," she said.
Harris said a repairman replaced
the hard drive, but while te~ting its
replacement, analysts discovered a
defect in the system's vocabulary
program.
"We don't know exactly what
went wrong, but there was trouble
with the vocabulary on the newly
installed hard drive," Phyllis Baurer,
senior program analyst, said. "I
believe the functions of Racer-Touch
are functioning properly. It's just the
vocabulary we are having trouble
with."
Saurer said whenever technicians
attempt to permanently repair the
vocabulary, Racer-Touch may be
inaccessible for several days.
"We decided when we first found a

problem it was more imponant to Murray State does not offer online
have the system available to students registration.
and let them work through it," she
" I do check that MSU Racers
said.
(Web site) and kind of see what stuHarris said she understands it has dents are talking about, and I know
been difficult for students to deal one of the big topics is 'Why can't
with the malfunctioning system, but we have Web registration'!''' Harris
officials cannot work on it until after said. "lt's on the list. There's a long
the mainstream scheduling.
. list of projects that we have going.''
Harris said the development of
"We can't just stop registration,"
she said. "I understand that there has online MAP reports, transcripts and
been a lot of frustration. J' ll bend grades is also on the list.
over backwards to help somebody
"You can't just throw (a new
who's doing their best to play the online service) out," Harris said. "It
game, but 1do also want to let people really needs to be integrated with all
know that il's not that we' re ignoring the systems we have. So, it' s a monit or we don't care."
strous job, -and I do want to make
Harris said students who have sure people know that they're aJI on
called the Registration Office since the list of projects that we're working
scheduling began have asked why on."

Design Group reinvents itself, sponsors event
by Vanessa Childers
Assistant News Editor

The Design Group has a long history at Murray State and, true to its
name. has redesigned itself in
1\ \J 1:\\' 1:.\ IS lTD
recent years.
"Our purpose is to provide an
I ,, ·.;I i '
output or forum for bringing
designers to Murray State," Alma
I'•
.. '
Hale, associate professor of art and
faculty adviser for the organi1.ation.
said. ''Murray State is out in the
I
.'
middle of nowhere in the design
world, so we thought we •d try to
.,.
bring (designers) here."
~------------....., H:i.le decided he wanted to restart
Sanit Sopitgirapast/The News the Design Group, which had been
)(}II

terns because there were no prompts.
and they just wouldn't know what to
do,'' he said.
Drew Farmer, sophomore from
Paducah. said he could not hear the
automated operator's voice while
trying to schedule classes Tuesday
afternoon.
'1'he woman's voice just didn't
(come through), but this is the first
time I've ever had problems with
Racer-Touch,'' he !laid.
I farris said the Information Systems office began immediate work
on repairing the hard drive after they
db<..·overed a problem.
"As soon as we found out that it
had died, they tag-teamed Periphonics, the company we bought the program from, to keep things up and

:\ 1:\TH

inactive for a few years. for interested students.
" I came in (four years ago), and I
felt that students need an organization. 'Then I was told we atready
had one. and so 1 restarted it." he
sui d.
Hale ha<> advised the organization
for three years.
"It's not the kind of a club that a
lot of students are going to be interested in," Hale said. "Our students
come mostly from the art department."
Hale said srudents who wish to
participate in the group do not have
to be in the graphic design program.
"We actually have a couple of

students in the group that aren't art
students," he said.
Currently, the group is focusing
on organizing its second annual
design conference.
The success of its first conference, held in April for regional
schools. prompted the group to
organize another, which is scheduled for Feb. 27 and 28.
Hale said about 90 percent of the
group's time focuses on the upcoming event. and he hopes it will be a
big fund-raiser for the organiz.ation.
He said the group recently affiliated itself with the American Institute of Graphic Anists, which
enables the organi1.ation to receive

national exposure and bring qualified speakers to the University.
In addition to the conference, the
group also provides services for
graphic design needs in the local
community and for the University.
"When we're not working on the
conference, we 'II do whut we did
before we held a conference,'' Dave
Moore, president of the group, said.
"We like to offer our design skills
to on-campus (entities)."
Moore, senior from Paducah,
said when he first joined the group,
it designed several po~ters for thearre depanment productions.
"People call me ru;king students
to design sruff for them," Hale said.

"Working in a group like this,
we're also able to critique each other's work and make it better."
Moore said he wants nonmembers to know the group is available
if graphic assistance on a project or
presentation is needed.
The organization charges a minimal fee for its services. Moore said.
"Right now we are trading our
services with the continuing education depanment, so there is no
charge." he said. "Usually for our
posters and such we do charge. but
it's not an arrn ::md a leg.''
The group meets nt S p.m. Thursdays in the Price Doyle Fine Ans
Center.

A,'f bY Trang \

1---Na_il
"CA$H iN A FIA$H''
Loans 011 Anything Of Value

We Tote the Note Auto Sales

cars • Trucks • Guns •Knives • TVs • Coins

Car Stereos • Musical Equipment· Jewelrv
Stamps • Baseball Cards •lntluues • VCRs
Home Stereos • Microwaves • Camcorders
Dorm Refrigerators • Miscellaneous
7 5 3 - 7 .... 3

713 S. 12 ST. MURRAY, KY 42071
Hours: 9:30a.m. - 7:30 .m .

2 locations to serve you better! • Soup & fresh
406 N. 12th St.

1004 Paris Rd.

Murray
759-2348

MaYfield, KY 42066
247-8188

salad bar
• Hand-dipped
ice cream

HOURS:

In front
J~~of

• 10°/o MSU discount
-M anicure
-Pedicure
-Full set
-Airbrush Designs

I O"o OIT huffl.·t with .\ISl. II>

Penique's
• Mexican Pottery & Iron
• Seasonal Items
• Pewter & Glassware
• Home & Garden Decor
(270) 767-0007 • 2477 Rt. 94 E.

Mon.- Fri.
9 a .m . - 6 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m. - 5 p .m .

• Located conveniently
at The Cutting Edge,
in front of Wai -Mart

112 Mile E ast of Yamaha Shop
(Formerly Hoffman 's Patio Shop)
Mon.-Fri.,lO a.m.-5 p.m. • SaL, 10 a.m. • 3 p.m.

Call for an appointment • walk-ins welcome 767-0000

GSUNDAY •

F
Noon - 6 p.m. w/MSU I.D.

2667 St. Route 94 East
Murray, KY 42071

25% Discount with MSU 1.0.
Highway 94 E. • Murray, KY • 759-9303

(270) 753-FOOD • (753-3663)

Wal-Mart

MSU SPECIAL
1 Month

The First Stop on Your Road Trip!

• Braka

Unlimited Tan

•Air

COnditioning

$

95

• Bectrlcal

Diagnosis

• Engine , . .up

Open: Tuesday - Friday

Corner of Coldwater Rd . & Hwy 121 • 753-8189

10 a.m. - 2 p.m. & $ p.m. - 8 p.m.

Monday - Friday • 8 a .m . to 5 p .m .
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Opinion Editor: Taylor Ewing
Phone: 762-4468
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"We went to see
'Groundhog Day,'
and our car broke
down. There was
a White Castle
(there), so instead
of turkey, we had
sliders."
Jonathan Smlthldu
junior, Bardstown

''We ate birthday
cake for one
Thanksgiving.''
Venlshia McGreJor

un1or. Plducah

. vrntent·

Same-sex couples
deserve equal rights

Ross Nelson
freshman. CfftstwOOd.

OurY.ew
ISSUE:
T HE

"Our dogs and
cats get to
celebrate
Thanksgiving
with us by eating
turkey."

MAssACHUSETTS
SuPREME CouRT
RULED THAT
BANNING GAY
MARRIAGES IS
NOT
CONSTITUTIONAL.

Kirby Watts
sophomore. Cfftstwood

POSITION:
T HE COURT'S

Rashod Taylor/The News

RULIN G IS A
GREAT STEP
TOWARD

Ma&aF~state
¥/ ne\vs

IMPROVING GAY
RIGHTS AND
SHOULD BE
COMMENDED.

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: thenewsO murraystate.edu
Fax: 762-3175

Erin Richards
Editor In Chief • 762-6877

Kyser Lough
Presentation Editor • 762·4468

Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor •

76~·4468

Taylor Ewing
Opinion Editor • 762-4468

Severo Avila
College life Editor • 762-4480

Chris Jung
Sports Editor • 762·4481

Adam Mathis
Online Editor • 762-4468

Christopher French
Chief Copy Editor • 762-4468

Erin Gilles
Photo Editor • 762·4468

Arela Hathcock
Advertising Manager • 762-4478

In My
Opinion

Ad Production Manager • 762-4478

Joe Hedges
>Adviser • 762-2998
"The Murray State News" strives to be the
University community's source for informa·
tion.
Our goal Is to present that informat1on in
a fair and unbiased manner and also pro·
vide a free and open forum for expression
and debate.
"The Murray State News• offers a handson learning environment for those students
Interested In journalism or other fields relatIng to the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from
censorship and advance approval of copy;
and, Its editors should be free to develop
their own editorial and news policies.
"The Murray State News• Is prepared and
edited by students and is an official publication of Murray State University. The first
copy of "The Murray State News• is free .
Additional copies are available for 25 cents
at 111 Wilson Hall.

The staff editorial is the majority opin- no place in our legal system.
ion of the editorial board of "The
Despite such strong opposition to the
Murray Stare News." The editorial ruling, we are pleased to .see governboarti"is composed of all section edi- ment officials making a long-overdue
tors.
step toward eliminating the gross
injustices experienced by gays and lesThe Massachusetts Supreme Judicial bians.
Court made a groundbreaking ruling
Homosexual Americans deserve the
in the struggle for gay rights Tuesday. same civil rights enjoyed by all citiIn the 4-3 decision, the court zens. yet the law has frequently perdeclared laws banning gay marriages mitted discrimination against them.
Why should a devoted same-sex
were in violation of the state's constitution. They stated attorneys "failed to couple not experience the same rights
identify any constitutionally adequate and benefits as heterosexual couples?
reason" to prohibit same-sex couples
Nevertheless, some politicians in
from marrying.
opposition to the Massachusetts
While Massachusetts is the first state Supreme Court ru ling insist the majorto legalize gay marriages, Venllont ity of the constituents they represent
and California already extend mar- also oppose legalized same-sex marriage benefits and rights to same-sex riages.
Although this may be true, it is
couples through domestic and civil
unions.
important to remember that one of the
Nevertheless, this ruling has been primary functions of the U.S. Constiextremely controversial in Massachu- tution is to protect the rights of citizens who are in the minority.
setts, as well as across the nation.
After all, African-Americans only
In fact, President Bush has criticized
the ruling, saying it violates the sanc- make up a minority of the population,
tity of marriage and Massachusetts and it is safe to say more than 100
Gov. Mitt Romney said he would years ago the majority of Americans
immediately work toward overturning would have opposed voting rights for
the decision.
blacks.
Some Republican legislators also are
Today there is no question that all
discussing an amendment to the U.S. people, despite race, gender, religion
Constitution which would prohibit gay or sexual orientation, should have the
marriages.
right to represent themselves through
However, the politicians" arguments voting.
are based upon maintaining the "tradiHopefully 100 years from now, there
tiona! family." But such perspectives will be no question whether all people
on the appropriate family are based in have the right to choose whom they
religion, not law. Therefore they have want to marry.

Seizing the $200 tuition hike
at Western Kentucky University as a opportunity for
recruitment, Murray State
University's presence' was
felt on the Hilltopper campus
last week.
University officials plastered the campus last Monday
in an attempt to encourage
Western's students to consider alternate p lans for the
spring semester.
"We just felt like Western's
students needed to have an
alternate choice;• a University official said. "They need to
know that there is a universi-.
ty beyond Western that can
offer a quality education and
stable tuition rates throughout
the school year."
The official said the idea
emerged during a focus group
on emphasizing recruitment
efforts.
"After all, most of these students have already
made the choice to come to college;· the official
said. "We just have to convince them that our university is better than their university."
He said even though Murray State has seen a rise
in recruitment and retention, it is not good enough.
"We•ve already angered most of our students with
the 'PERSIST: There is no¢ in quitting' slogan," the
official said. "Even though our students are near
rioting, the point has been driven home, and we're
looking to recruit more."
The first stage of the canvassing of Western was
to put up flyers all over campus, specifically targeting areas where students would see them, such as
dorms, the student union and halls where general
education classes are held.
"Many of the signs had catchy slogans to make
Western's students aware of what Murray State has
to offer," the official said.
The fliers featured such slopna as "We have..U:ohol, 2," "We won't hike your tuition midyear, just
bombard you with grammatically incorrect slogans
because it makes¢" and ','What in the$#@!!@ is a
Hilltopper, anyway'!"
''I had no idea what was going on," said Kendra
Boles, sophomore at WKU. "I just saw all these random signs around. I was kind of hoping it was a new
band or something."
Boles said she was uninterested in switching colleges because she had trouble reading the signs and
because she already is established at Western.
"Two hundred dollars isn't that much to me,"
Boles said. "Uprooting myself and my life would
mean a whole lot more. Plus, going to a University
that can't spell won't look goOd on my resume."
Undaunted by the students' apathetic opinions,
Murray State officials began a second round of
posters with slogans like ''Our Public Safety beat
your Public Safety," "It makes¢ to come to Murray
State" and "We ran out of slogans, but we really,
really, really, really, really want you to come give us
your money for a sub-par education because we're a
University with .such small expectations for our students that we think they're retained by catchy slogans."
Finally, in an attempt to drum up interest in Murray State, Dunker made a visit to the WKU campus,
passing out balloons and flyers to students on a busy
afternoon.
"Although the visit wasn't exactly successful, we
did attempt to make a mark," the official said.
Even though Dunker was escorted off campus and
forced to let all of his balloons go, the University's
vigor was not detlated.
"We will make the students of Western Kentucky
University see that Murray State is a better value
than their own University," he said. "It just makes
¢."

Melissa Stoneberger is a faux-news columnist for
"The Murray Stale News."

JFK assassination prompts theorie·s

Tom Bell
...

November 21, 2003

Officials
recruit
atWKU

What was your most
unusual Thanksgiving
experience?

''When I burned
down the kitchen
making stuffing."

The Murray State News

VANESSA
C HILDERS

Forty years have passed since the death of President John F. Kennedy on Nov. 22, 1963, shocked the
nation.
Although there are seveml conspiracy theories on
every topic, perhaps one of the most frequently discu~sed is Kennedy') as~assination.
I believe the Kennedy assassination was the result
of a plot developed by the mob, which is one of the
m:.my theorie~ .
I think this because of the nature of Kennedy's
election. Kennedy's father, Joseph P. Kennedy, went
to the mafia to request its support for his son in the
1960 presidential election and promised that, as
prc~1dent, his son would stop. or at least slow, all
investigations of the mafia. But John F. Kennedy
essentially failed to do any of that.
In fact, investigations into the mob during
Kennedy's presidency were ruthlessly pursued by
the president's younger brother, Robert, who served
as JFK's attomey general. One mob leader said. "If
you cut off the head. the tail will die," meaning if
JFK was killed, Robert's investigations would cease.
So. in retaliation, it ic; my belief that angry, scared
mafia members conspired to kill America's "pretty
president."

While visiting Dallas near the beginning of his
reelection campaign for the t 964 presidential race,
Kennedy was shot during his motorcade's drive
through the city's Dealey Plaza.
Soon after the president wao; pronounced dead,
Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson and first lady
Jackie Kennedy boarded Air Force One, where Johnson was sworn in as president.
Johnson created the Warren Commission to investigate Kennedy's as!>assination. Although the commission eventually decided the president's assassination was caused by a bullet fired by Lee Harvey
Oswald, the man arrested for JFK's murder. Oswald
was shot and killed by Jack Ruby on Nov. 24, 1963.
Th~ single bulletlheory, which the Warren Commission accepted as truth, means the bullet that
killed Kennedy would have had to also pass through
then-Texas Gov. John Connally. Connally was
injured in the :;hooting.
Even Jackie Kennedy had a theory. After
Oswald's arrest, she wa~ quoted as saying, "(It) had
to be some silly liule communist:'
. Besides blaming communists and the mafia. some
theorie~ include the following suspects: secret service agents who were said to have told the crowd to

move from the "grassy Jcnoll" (though it was later
discovered that no certified govemment agents were
assigned to be in the crowd that day); the "umbrella
man," who in one film is seen opening his umbrella
in time with the shot fired at the president; CIA
agents; Lyndon B. Johnson; members of the Russian
mafia; FBI agents; Fidel Castro; and others.
Polls conducted by CBS News in November 1998
found 76 percent of voters believe Oswald did not
act alone, and 77 percent think we will never know
the truth.
So, despite other theories, I believe the mafia
somehow killed President Kennedy, but t.tlen. I do
not believe we landed on the moon. I am a questioning skeptic, which may be one of the reasons I am so
interested in journalism.
Anyway, someone had to kill the president.
Although it will never be detennined for sure who
the culprit was, 1 am at peace with my decision to
believe it was the mafia. and I will do so tomonow,
on hi!> assassination's 40th anniversary and every
one thereafter.

Vanessa Childers is assistant news editor for "The
Murray State News."
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Newspaper does disservice Love advice column or not,
by condoning sex in column sex will occur on campus
h is difficult to avoid the topic of sex,
especially in college.
Entertainment media arrange frequent
sexual encounters between characters on
television and in movies. Some people
dress to attract sexual attention nnd some
look to have sex with whomever is willing. This adJllittcdly happens, but do we
.need a column about it?
T his is one driving reason behind 'the
~fforts of sqme at ''The Murray Srare
News" to run a colwnn answering submined questions abour sex. The reasoning
is, people will have sex, so let us help
them with quesrions they may have.
While there is certainly nothing wrong
with admiuing people have se.~ in and out
of marriage. it is another issue entirely to
ADAM
condone their <.lctions.
Arguments againsr premarital sex are
MATHIS
not prudish, cold-hearted efforts to limit
"WHILE THERE the amount of enjoyment people have.
Those engaged in sexual relationshi~
IS CERTAINLY
may truly believe they are in love with
one another and will be with their partner
NOTHING
until the end of time. These peuple regard
W RONG WITH
sex as a sign of love but fail to understand
when they should express their love in
ADMimNG
this way. Indeed, the act of sex represents
PEOPLE HAVE
a lasting commitment to an individual.
SEX IN AND
And therein lies the problem with :;ex
before marriage. Male/female relationOUT OF MARships in college can be transitory at besL
RIAGE, IT IS
Before these relationships end. individu·
als
may believe they nre in love with one
ANOTHER ISSUE
another or even that they will marry. This
ENTIRELY TO
' faith in such relationships is used to justify having sex, but these individuals, if
CONDONE
they would allow reason to speak, would
THEIR
realize the relationship may be over within a month.
ACTIONS."
Those who have sex with anyone may
find themselves in an awkward position

In My
Opinion

when the time to marry CQmes. Does anyone want to hear that their soon·tQ-be
spouse slept with 10 other people before
deciding to marry, especially if the person
said they did not care that they had slept
around? This is not to say these people
should be shunned, but tbc situation may
be an c;mbarraS$ing one to those who have
led promiscuous lives .
Of course, some do not c:arc about bav ..
ing sex and do it simply for gratification.
Aside from the arguments of contracting
diseases or occidentaJiy having children,
relatively fCjW arguments are left to con·
vince these people since they. by
nature of their actions, dismiss
and self-restraint
ll is amazing that people will espouse
the belief that morality is not a factor in
having sex. They consider the act natural,
and since it is pleasurable, see no reason
to avoid pursuing it. If they truly believe
this, they should have no problem with
their future husband/wife having sex with
anyone they meet. since morality, accOrding to their argument, does not apply.
Outside the bounds of morality, nothing
within the vows of marriage specifically
addresses sexual partners. After all, it is
natural.
Proponents of the sex column will
argue that no matter what, college students will have sex, lll\d the newspaper
should provide advice to help them do it
safely. Admittedly, whether we run the
column or not, students will continue to
have sex. But simply because people do
something does not morally justify the
action .

In My
Opinion

Sex. sex, sex! Everyone knows what it
js, and everyone does it - well, almost

every®o.
Thete has been some controversy as to
whether "The Murray State News" should
run a sex - slash - love and romance col-

umn.

NOT, SEX
OCCURS ALL
THE TIME, ALL
OVER CAMPUS.

Ooos ARE,
SOMEONE YOU
KNOW IS

HAVING SEX
ON CAMPUS AT

THIS VERY
MOMENT."

Adam Mmltis is the online editorfor "The
Murray State News.''

I think it's ridiculous that some people
think such a column would taint lhe moral
tibet of the campus and the conununity.
Some people have expressed concern
that a column dealing with sex will only
promote sexual activity and promiscuity
amo~ students.
I suppose if we were enrolled in Murray
State Convent, where sex was prohibited,
they might have an argument. However.
this is a college campus. Like it or not, sex
occurs all the time, all over campus. Odds
are. someone you know is having sex on
campus at this very moment. There's nothing wrong with that. Why are we afraid to
discuss sex openly and honestly?
Try to look past the taboo of di~ussing
your sex life in public and see some of the
benefits this column will afford students.
If hahdled tastefully and responsibly, it
could be an informative, educational tool
for some students. II could provide a
forum for studentS to ask questions concerning sex and relationshlP,s. The columnist would do his best to answer those
questions and provide as much useful
intbrmation as possible.
Let's l(){lk at the "awful" truth again.
For many students, college is a place for
sexual experimentation and explomtion,
and some of these individuals are not as
informed as they should be about the subject but will engage in intercourse regard·
less. Why not arm these students with the
proper information so that when they do
have sex - and they will - they will be

more prepared and hopefully more responsible?
W hy do some conservatives think that
by suppressing the topic of sex, we can
suppress the act? Why do they think that if
we don't talk about it, it's not going on?
Wab up and smell the afterslow, Prudence McPru~ SoX is as much a part of:
most college students' lives as classes,
parties .and frieadS, And apia, that's not
necessarily a bad thing.
This column could provide students
with the opportunity to ask questions they
might be too afraid to pose otherWise.
With a guarantee of anonymity. they
might feel more inclined to ask the questions that really concern them.
Topics like infatuation, Jove, virginity.
condoms, homosexuality, rape, birth con~
trol and countless others would be dealt
with openly and honestly.
Of course, some people will object to
the column, and others may even be
offended, but that is not the intent. I am
cer:tainly not advocating promiscuity or
pornography. I fully support fllose who
choose not to read the column and those "
who choose to abstain from sex until marriage - that is a very admirable trait.
However, those students, faculty and •
staff who have legitimate questions about :
relationships and/or sex will bave the
opportunity to have their questions
addressed. This column will do more good
than harm.
This is a college campus. people. If our
students are nor mature enough to handle
an open. franlc, tasteful d iscussion abou't
sex. then Murray State has bigger problems than a column in the campus paper.

Severo A vi/a is the college life editor for
"The Murra)' Stale News."

lobal:
Study abroad discourages behaving like tourist
Every semester, dozens of Murray Stare
students leave their families, jriend.1· and
routines behind ro experience life in
another cmmtr.v. Each week, Going
Global chronicles the experience of one
Murray State Jtudent ~wdying abroad.

by Steve Ramage
Sometimes we find ourselves in situations
and have no idea how we got there.
"Why am I in Germany?" is a question I
often find myself asking. I really have no
good ansv.er, other than to satisfy my
curiosity, but he,re I am nonetheless. While I
cannot really say why, l can say l am glad of
it. While here. I have learned about the German country, customs and language,
My biggest fear is that 1 will look like a

tOurist. I hate tourism. I love visiting other
countries, cities and so on, bur I hate having
a camera. a Hawaiian shirt and a dull stare
when addressed in a foreign lnnguage. (I
must admit, the dull stare is harder to gel rid
of than the camera and the Hawaiian shirt.)
What I mean is. you do not really know a
place unless you know the people.
I think tourism is almost racism in the
sense that it belittles a people in favor of
their architecture. ar1 and showy sights.
There is more to Regensburg than the cathedral and stone bridge. People live here.
That is what is truly magnificent about
study abroad - you get to meet people from
somewhere else. You get to see how things
really are around the world, nut just how
they might look on a postcard.
When you meet more and more people

from various places around the world, you
come to realize something peculiar. They
are not very different. Once you get past the
hairy armpits and the lederhosen, Germans
are really a lot like Americans. (Just kid·
ding. I have yet to see a German woman
under 40 with hairy armpits, and lederhosen
arc reserved for special occasions.) Honestly, things in Germany are different from
things in America, but the people are the
same inside.
Everybody needs to be loved, everybody
eats food, drinks water nnd sleeps with their
eyes shut. This is the same everywhere else
I have traveled and with everyone else I
have met.
Germans are not better than Americans,
and Americans are not better than Germans
- we just happen 10 live in two different

parts of the world. I don't even knuw if I
count as a German or an American right
now. I am definitely an American citizen,
and I am far from fluent in Gem1an, but I
have been living in Germany by myself for
two months now and doing so quite succcs!ofully.
Maybe it doesn't matter. I am a member
of humanity, as are we all. like it or not.
I definitely recommend study abroad to
anyone considering it. It has been a great
opportunity for me to have a good time and
to learn a lot.

Steve Ramage is a junior SpaTlish major
from Paducah.

( Right) An aer ial , photograph o f
Regensburg, Germany.

photo courtesy of www.math.ohio·state.edu
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Middle school students deliver
bomb threats in Flemingsburg

Michael Jackson faces
charges of child abuse

Mass. Supreme Court
favors gay marriage

U.S. Anny Intensifies
bombings In Iraq

FLEMINGSBURG (AP) - Seven boys
were charged in connection with bomb
threats found at a middle school, police
snid Tuesday.
The youths were chJrged with terroristic threatening aftet the thrents scrawled
in marker were found on bathroom walls
at Simons Middle School on Nov. 6 and
12, Fleming County Sheriff Jerry Wagner
said.
Searches turned up nothing.
School Superintendent Kelly Lee said
officials on Tuesday were tipped that
another threat was going to be made. A
search before classes began found nothing.
The suspects appeared in juvenile court
th:1t afternoon. They were being held in
Breathitt County Juvenile Detention Center.

SANTA BARBARA, Calif.
(AP) Authorities issued an arrest
warrant for Michael jackson on
multiple counts of child molestation and nskl•d the pop superstar
to turn in his passport and surrender, law enforcement officials
s.1id Wednesday.
Bail would be set at $3 million,
Sheriff Jim Anderson told a
news conference.
Senior Deputy Tim Gracey of
the Santa Barbara County Sheriff's Department said the warrant was for a felony violation of
Section 288 of the California
Penal Code - which prohibits
lewd or lascivious acts with a
child under age 14.
Word of the warrant came a
day after authorities raided Jackson's Never land Ranch.
As many as 70 law enforcement officials searched the ranch
and hunted for evidence
through the night as part of an
ongoing criminal investigation,
Sgt. Chris P:1ppas said.

BOSTON (AP) - Massachusetts' highest court has declared
that gay couples have the right
to marry under the state constitution.
ln its 4·3 decision, the
Supreme Judicial Court gave the
Legislature 180 days to rewrite
the state's marriage laws for the
benefit of gay couples.
"We declare that barring an
individual from the protections,
benefits, and obligations of civil
mar riage solely because that
person would marry a person of
the same sex violates the Massachusetts Constitution,'' Chief
justice Margaret Marshall wrote.
But legal exper ts and some
opponents said the decision while emphatically supporting a
gay right to marriage - i~
ambiguous and leaves open the
possibility of a civil union agreement similar to those in Ver·
mont, which allow a ll the rights
and benefits of marriage.

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP)
The U.S. Air Force used
some
of the
largest
weapons in its inventory to
attack targets in central Iraq
in an escalating crackdown
on suspected g uerrilla
stronghold s, the military
said Wednesday.
After sundown Wednesday, distant explosions
could be heard in the Iraqi
capital, possibly indicating
fresh attacks by American
forces against insurgents.
The U.S. command had no
comment.
The military has intensified its strikes, lau nching an
operation code-named Iron
Hammer, in a bid to put
down escalating guerrilla
attacks as the U.S.-led
administration tries to
speed up the transfer of
sovereignty to the Iraqis.

I

Court indicts three individuals
in drug-related slaying
LEXINGTON (AP) - A Fayette County
grand jury on Tuesday indicted three suspects lharged with the murder of three
Texas men whose bodies were found
floating in the Kentucky River in April.
The grand jury indicted 22-year·old
Luis Alberto Alkabala-Sanchez of Lakewood, N.J.; 46-year-old Arturo Leal of
Fabens, Texas; and 20-year-old Antonio
Sanchez on three counts of murder, Assistant Commonwealth's Attorney Joe Bouvier said.
Sanchez remains at lnrge.
Another .suspect in the case, Audencio
,\lkabala·Sanchez, the 37-year-old uncle
of Luis Alberto Alkabala-Sanchez, was
indicted by the grand jury for tampering
with physical evidence, but not for murder, Bouvier said.
Leal, Luis Alberto Alkabala-Sanchez
and Audencio Alkabab-Sanchez. have
pll•aded innocent to the charges.
Kentucky State Police Detective James
Devasher testified during a J:ayette County District Court that the men were murdered in the basement of a north lexington home because of a drug deal gone bad.
The day before the killings, Leal and
S;~nchez received 1,000 pounds of marijuana and an unknown amount of cocaine
from tht~ victims, Devasher said.
LL
LL

0

Foreign investment
scheme goes belly up
NEW YORK (AP) - Federal
announced criminal
charges Wednesday against 47
people in a nationwide crack·
down on alleged fraud in the
foreign currency exchange mar·
kct.
Some of the traders cheated
average investors out of funds
totaling millions of dollars,
while others set up rigged currency transactions that cheated
banks, authorities said.
In some of the scams, traders
said they were from financial
institutions with "fancy-sounding names" and gave individuab the false· sense they were
making safe investments- then
simply stole their money, U.S.
Attorney James Corney said.
"It wasn't fancy," Comey told
reporters. "just fraud.
authoritie~
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NEW YORK (AP)- Eight competing designs for a World
Trade Center memorial were
unveiled Wednesday, with finalislo; remembering the dead with
quiet gardens, reflecting pools,
inscribed names and lights for
lost lives.
A 13-member panel chose the
eight finalists from a record
5,201 proposals. The panel will
settle on a fmal design by the
end of the year.
All eight designs list the
names of those who died in the
Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks in
New York, Washington and
Pennsylvan ia, as well as the 1993
World Trade Center bombing.
The name.s are inscribed on
granite walls, glass panels and
stone columns, some alphabetically and others according to
where the person died.

BEIJING (AP) - In unusually strong language, China
ratcheted up the rhetoric
against Taiwan in remarks
published Wednesday and
threatened that "the use of
force m ay become unavoidable" if the is land's leaders
p ursue independence.
The warning from Beijing
came as Taiwan prepares to
elect a new 1eader in March.
President Chen Shuibian, running for re-election, has won over more
voters since he came developed p lans for a new constitution and a Jaw on referend ums that could conceivably lead to a vote on Taiwanese independence.
"If the Taiwan authorities
collude with all splittist
forces to openly engage in
p ro-independence activities

(

AP

Photo/Efrem Lukatsky

Black Hawk helicopters patrols Tikrit on Wednesday.
Two Black Hawks were believed to have been shot down
by insurgents in Tikrit in recent weeks, triggering U.S.
military crackdowns against suspected anti-coalition
groups.
and chaJienge the mainland
and the one-China principle, the use of force may
become unnvoidable," said
. Wang Zaixi, a top mainland
official.
Separatists will "pay a
high cost if they think we
w ill not usc force," said
Wang, vice minister of the
Taiwan Affairs Office of
China's Cabinet. "Taiwan
independence means war."

Nigerian Muslims
massacre Christian
LAGOS, Nigeria (AP)
C h urches and vicarages
were torched and one person was killed during reli·
gious riots between Muslim
and Christian 5tudanf,$ ;in;;,
northern town, police said
Wednesday.
The mayhem began Tuesday folJowing a "misunder-

standing" between girls at a
local coJiege in Kauzaure,
Jigawa state, said Yusuf
Lumu, a Church of Nigeria
priest who gnve refuge to
residents tleeing the fighting.
''Muslim students were
abusing jesus and Christians also insulted their
prophet. The words became
threats and then acts,"
Lumu said.
Around dusk, a mob of
young men surged through
the town, throwing rocks
and pillaging and setting
fire to churches and attacking pedestrians, singling
out students of the opposite
faith.

Neti'S irt Brief is compiled by
Rob Wllitfieltl, wirt· editor.
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Attention Seniors!!!
The December Senior Breakfast will be held

Thursday, Decentber 4, 2003, at 8:00 a.m.
in the Curris Center Ballroom.
Seniors and graduate students who are graduating in December
2003 are invited to the Breakfast free of charge.
Students should R.S.V.P. to the Office of Student Affairs no later
than Tuesday, Nov. 25.
Faculty and staff may purchase tickets for $4.50 from their
department secretary or the Office of Student Affairs.

For more information contact theI office at 762-6831.

would like to congratulate the new 2004 officers
President: .. . ................ .................. . .. Rebecca Med l ock
VP of Proorammlno & Ritual: ................ Abby Felix
VP of Public Relations & Recruitment: .... Kyla DeHa y
VP of Alumnae & HerltaQe: ..... ........ . .. .. Kristen Gunderson
VP of Membership Education: ... .... ........ .M acy Andrews
Secretary: ...... .. .... .................. ... ...... . la ce y Porter
Treasurer: . .. . ........ .................. ..... ... .. laura lyon s
Scholarship Chairman: .... .. .. ................ Tiffany Wil son
Social Chai rman : .... .... .... .... ......... . ...... Korl y Grlther
Philanthropic Chai rman: .................... .. Jill Starkey
Assistant Philanthropic: ...................... Me Qo n Chan ey
Ritual Chairman : ..... ...... ..................... Ashley Kr om er
Standards Chairman: .. .. .. .... .. .............. Christy Cowan
Assistant Standards . ... .. .. . .. .. ............... Natalie West
Public Relations Chairman: .. ... .. ........... Melissa Burcham
Ponhellen lc Deleoate: . . .... ...... . ...... ....... Courtney Veat h
Hon-Votlno Panhellenlc Deleqates:. .. ..... Meohan Ki no & Al ex Va ll
Editor & Histor ian: ....... .......... . ........... . Jodi Martin
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International Bazaar showcases native traditions
by Elizabeth Cawein
Staff Writer
Murray State's campus went
global in celebration of International Education Week, during Nov. 13
to 22.
A nationally celebrated event,
IEW began with a proclamation by
former President Bill Clinton in the
early 1990s.
" I think we have been celebrating
it ever since," said Study Abroad
Coordinator Melanie McCallon.
McCallon said highlights of the
two-week celebration included a
reception for the international essay
and art contest on Monday evening.
''We really enjoy doing activities
that involve the community, and the
contest, as well as the reception, is
a big community event," McCallon
said.
Continuing the theme of community involvement, Murray Stare students showcased their countries in
an International Ba1.aar on Wednesday in the Curris Center.
Students from area schools were
bussed in for the event, which

included presentations and demonstrations from countries such as
Vietnam, Panama, China, Korea,
Zambia and Iceland.
"I think (the International
Bazaar) is a really great opportunity for the kids who are here," said
Emily Ledgerwood, junior from
Calvert City. "We get to see some
of these people every day on campus and in our classes, but the kids
don't get to have that experience."
Freshman Karla Morefield, from
Hardin, and freshman Brooklyn
Phelps, from Calvert City, also
attended the bazaar as presenters.
Morefield and Phelps put together a
booth on Panama as an extra-credit
assignment for a world civilizations
class.
Continuing the week's festivities,
Ken Brockman of the International
Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna,
Austria, was scheduled as a keynote
speaker on Thursday evening.
Stephen Cobb, department of
physics and engineering chairman,
said Brockman was a great addition
to the lEW schedule of events
because of his international post,

which requires him to oversee
nuclear power in other nations.
McCallon said one of the week's
most interesting speakers is Emmy
Aviles Breton, a torture survivor
and human rights worker in Mexico
and El Salvador who is scheduled
to speak this afternoon at 12:30 in
the Curris Center Barkley Room.
She represents the Torture Abolition and Survivors Support Coalition.
"She will talk about the personal
side of torture and the effects of torture on the world and the economy," McCallon said . "This is a very
current issue, something that is
going on in the world right now."
McCallon said lEW is an important event for Murray State because
of the University's continuing
endeavor to broaden its world. view
and the world view of its students
and faculty.
Said McCallon : "We want to
involve the University and the community in events und activities that
will open their eyes to things they
might not have seen or known
about before."

Rc~shod

Taylor/ 7he News

Koji Aiba, sophomore from Japan, shows junior Kyle MuUaney, from For t Wright, kendo
maneuvers on Wednesday at the International Bazaar beJd in the Curris Center BaUroom.

"I have often wondered,
my beloved, wherein lies
the greatest joy;
in loving you or
in being loved by you."
- H. Charles Founder,
A Heart's Haven

Visit us at one of our four convenient locations
HWY 641 South

I

www.romanceandlove.com

Murray, KY
270-753-3086

Hazel, KY
270-492-8839

417 S. 6th St.
Mayfield, KY
270-251-0640

325 Main St.
Benton, KY
270-527-0110

Congratulations on your first semester being Sig Ep's.
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Fencing
Club holds
warm-up
tournament

•Friday
•MOZZ Performance·
MOZZ presents, "Outside the Box," 7 p.m.,
Curris Center Large
Ballroom. Admission
is $3 with Racercard.
•MSU Annual Art
Auction - Art auction,
7:30 p.m., Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery.
•Friday Night Live
Jetf Heine acoustic
concert, 8 p.m., Curris
Center Stables. Free
admission.

by Lydia Barrow
Contributing Writer

•Saturday
•.F encing
Tourna·
ment - Fencing Club
tournament, 8 a.m .•
Carr Health North
Gym.
•Community Senice
Alpha Sigma Phi's
''Rake and Run" annunl community service
event. Members will
rake leaves for Murray
residents . For more
information,
phone
753-2359.
•Men 's Rugby - Murray State vs. Western
Kentucky. I p.m.,
Intramural Complex.
•MOZZ Performance
MOZZ presents, ''Outside the Box," 7 p.m.,
Curris Center Large
Ballroom. Admission
is $3 with Racercard.
•Bible Study
Reformed Presbyterian
Fellowship, 8 p.m ..
Curris Center Barkley
Room.

•Sunday
•Fencing Tournament
Fencing Club tournament, 8 a .m., Carr
Health North Gym.
•MOZZ Performance
MOZZ presents, "Outside the .Box," 7 p.m..
Curris Center Large
Ballroom . Admission
is $3 with Racercard.

•Monday
•Last Day to Withdraw From C lasses
Phone Registration
Office at (800) 2724678 ext. 2 or 7622394 for instructions.
•Music
Festival
Quad State Junior
High Band Festival.
all day, Lovett Auditorium. Free admission.
•Voices of Angels
Donate
items
to
Angels Attic Thrift
Shop
to
benefit
Angels Community
Clinic, 4:30p.m., Curris Center Mississippi
Room.
•Movie and Discussion - Biblical Principles in the "Twilight
Zone," 8 p.m., Hart
College.

photos by Laura Weiter/The News

Mom-daughter combo
makes assignments,
classes family affair
by Allison Ught
Staff Writer
Btuhnra and Megan Jones arc
more than just Murray State students - they're a mother and
daughter with the unique opportunity to take classes and learn
together.
Megan, j unior elementary education major from Murray, and her
mother, freshman early childhood
development
major
from
Buchanan, Tenn., are currently in
two classes together this semester
- lit1rary research and personal
health - and plun to take a music
class together next semester.
Megan said she likes having
class with her mother because she
feels more confident about getting
homework assignments and notes
when absent.
"(I l ulwnys know that I have
reliuhle notes .... We kind of know
what rhe other one expects as far as
note taking," Megan said.
Darbara agreed with her daugh·

ter
"She knows how I am and how I
would want my work done as far
ns taking notes," Barbara said. " ...
S{l she takes good notes, and I take
good notes."
Outside class. the duo spends
time together working on homework and other assignment"·
"We usually come to the library
several times a week and work on
our homework together, and we e -

mail back and forth questions,"
Megan said.
Linda McCreight, ,Jssislllnt professor in the reference section in
Watertield library. has never had a
pair of family members in class
before and enjoys watching the
two work together in her library
research class.
" In this particular class ... we
have a lot of group pmjccts, and I
do encourage them to ..., ork togcth·
er." •McCreight said. "In their
instance, it's been really nice ...
hecause I do think they help c~tch
other."
McCreight said they ure both
good students and apply them·
selves wholeheartedly to the class.
"(They) ask a lot of good questions ... (and) arc at the same level
of seril)Usness," McCreight said.
Megan is enrolled fort he second
time in college and ~aid :!>he feels
that earlier in life it would have
been odd to have a class with her
mother, but now it makes things
less stressful.
"It mak.es it easier for her to
relate (when) I'm stressing nut
about a paper or a projec t
(because) she kind of knows what
I' m going through,'' Megan said.
"When your parent is in school
with you, they under:;tand ns well
as you do what you have tc1 go
through."
Barbara jokingly said !Liking
class together makes for good di'>cussions during dinner. The two do

(Top) ;\1eagan Jones, (left), junior from ~lurray, and her
mother Barbara (right), freshman from Buchanan, Tenn .• sit
side by side in their library orientation class. Linda McCreight
(center), assistant professor in Waterfield Library, said she
has never had a mother-daughter pair in a class before, but
enjoys watching the two work together. (Above) Meagao and
Barbara study together in Waterfield Library.
not know of uny other mother and
daughter pair~ taking class together. but said it is un interesting
experience.
McCreight said it is touching to
see them in class together and
thinks Barham and Megan ure able

to bridge the gup that sometimes
arises between parents and students.
Said McCreight: "On a personal
level. I think it's heartening
because they both are such good
students."

KEELHAUL

Deft swordplay and calculated movements were the order of the day at the
Fencing Club' s preliminary competition.
held last Saturday in the Carr Health Center Dance Studio.
The tournament was held as a tune-up
for the Fencing Club's official open tournament, scheduled for 8 a.m. tomorrow
and Sunday in the Carr Health Center
North Gym.
Ten participants competed in n foil tournament in which
groups of five were
pitted against each
other.
Following
thi::, the competitors
were ranked according to their wins and
losses, and a brutal
elimination process
began in which the
remn1nrng participants fenced until
on ly one man was
left standing.
The winner of the
competition, Adam
Lisowsk.y, junior at
Austin Peay University,
said he felt
elated after his win.
"The competition
was very good. It
was good preparation in tenns of protocol
and
basic
knowledge that we
need for this coming
compet iti on,"
Lisowsky said. ''I'm
looking forward to
this
weekend's
events."
Fencing Club President
Stephanie
Hagen, sophomore
from Kildeer, Ill.,
said she thinks last
weekend's tournament will be instru·
mental in the success
of the upcoming
competition.
"I
think
last
week's tournament
went
very
well
because it presented
the opportunity for
those who have only
been fencing for a
year or so to prepare themselves for an
official tournament. It will be interesting
to see how everyone performs this coming
weekend," she said.
Registration for the weekend tournament begins at 8 a.m. tomorrow in the
Curr Health Center. Anyone interested in
participating or supporting the event is
welcome to attend.

Chris Schweizer
SEE, A CONSTITUTIONAL MONARCHY
PERFECT SYSTEM. AU. OF THE SOCIAL
CEREMONIAL DUTIES FALL TO THE KING
QUEEN, LEAVING THE ELECTED LEADER
FREE TO CONCENTRATE ON THE PRvD,..C:MI~
FACING THE GOVERNMENT AND POLICY.

•Tuesday
•CAB - The Campus
Activities Board will
meet at 4:30 p.m. in
the Curris Center
Ohio Room.

PROFESSOR HOBO

•Thanksgiving Holiday - Classes dismissed for Thanksgtvmg. Administrative offices closed.
Classes resume Dec.
I.

EVER NOTICE HOW RIGHT
BEFORE A SHOW GOES OFF THE
AIR, THEY USUALLY DO ONE
FUNNY EPISODE RIGHT BEFORE
THE FINAL DRAMATIC FINAL£?

:'\ •.

•Thursday
•Thanksgiving Holi·
day - Classes di~
missed for Thanksgtvtng. Administrative offices closed.
Classes resume Dec.
I.

....

-

I THOUGHT YOU SAID THE
NEXT TO LAST ONE ~OUJ.D
BE FUNNY/
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This Week
1. Toby Keith- "Shock'n
Y'All"
2. Sara h McLachlan
"Afterglow"
3. Various Artists - "Now
Vol. 14"
4. Sheryl Crow- "The
Very Best of Sheryl Crow"
S. OutKast - "Spcakerboxxlfhe Love Below"
Source: Associated Press

•Movies
1. Elf - Starring Will Ferrell
2. Master and Commander: The Far Side of the
World - Starring Russell
Crowe
3. The Matrix Revolutions - Starring Mary Alice
4. Brother Bear - Starring
Joaquin Phoenix
S. Looney Thnes: Back in
Action- Starring Brendan
Fraser
Source: Associated Press

•Books
1. Dan Brown - "The Da
Vinci Code"
2. Stephen King
"Wolves of the Calla"
3. Arthur Agatston - ''The
South Beach Diet"
4. Mitch Alborn - "The
Five People You Meet in
Heaven,
S. Nora Roberts - ''The
Key of Light"
Source: Associated Press

•web site
www.ratemyprofessors.com
Don't know who to take for
class next semester? See how
students rated Murray State
professors' easiness, clarity,
hotness, helpfulness and overall quality and submit your
own ratings on this Web site.
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Rotaract hosts wrapping
party in Regents College
by Phillip Dishon

ment for its members. Its numerous
philanthropic activities include the
Rotary Ham Breakfast. telethons.
Mary Kathryn Cash is promoting Trick-or-Treat for UNICEF as well as
generosity this holiday season.
other local Ct>mmunity projects.
Cash, a sophomore from Fancy Farm.
The wrapping party served as an
organi1ed the Rotaract Club· s third opportunity for students to prepare gifts
annual shoe box wrapping party on for Samaritan's Purse. Rotaract sup ·
plied wrapping materials and shoe
Nov. 19 in Regents College.
"Christmas is not the sume for chil- boxes, as well as refreshments and
dren everywhere," she .said. "(Through additional presents.
this event), everyone will have someBrad Modlin. Rotaract member and
thing for Christmas."
junior from Bowling Green. was excitCash, the executive past president of ed by the generosity of his fellow stuRotaract, said she has been impressed dents.
by the abundant response the program
"I think that this project is really
has received this year. She said she great," he said. "There was a lot of
found it refreshing that students partic- enthusiasm."
Modlin said he believes in charities
ipate in this event "completely out of
like this because they help him focus on
the goodness of their hearts."
The Operation Christmas Child shoe the needs of others.
"It keeps me from being selfish,'" he
box projec£. organized through Samari'
tan's Purse International Relief, said.
attempts to bring Christmas to children
Mitchum Owen. Rotaract Web site
in poverty-stricken nations outside of coordinator and junior from Buchanan.
the United States. The program relies Tenn., shared Modlin's reaction to the
on donations of toys, clothing and evening.
"It was really fun." Owen said. "We
school supplies for boys and girls aged
2 to 14.
had quite a few people show up.''
More than 240 shoe boxes were
Rotaract, a collegiate branch of
Rotary International. serves as an on- donated to the Rotaract's charity drive
campus organization designed to pro- by students, faculty and Greek organivide support to national charity organi - zations. This project was also counted
zations as well as professional develop- as a spirit flag event.
Conlribu£ing Writer

(Above) Executive "'
Past President Mary
Kathryn Cash loads j
packages into her
back seat Wednes- day
after
the
Rotaract's wrapping party.
(Left)
Students t
wrapped more tban ~
240 shoe boxes full r
of gifts for kids r
Wednesday night in ·r
Mitchum Owen/Gue5t Regents College.
.,
~

R.E.M.'s 'Best Of' album reminds listeners of once.-great band-~
by Justin Bontrager
Staff Writer

R.E.M, is one of the best and most influential
bands of the '80s.
The group managed- for better or worse- to
crash into the mainstream, while equally great
and influential contemporaries, ~uch a'! Huo.;ker
Du and the Replacements, never sold enough
records to justify being on a major label and
eventually self-destructed.
However, the period from the mid-'90s to
the present hasn't been as commercially kind to
R.E.M., a.o; the downward spiral in sale.<> of later
albums demonstrates. When a QtvJd is outwld
by its imitators and only 40-something
"Rolling Stone" critics care anymore. the group
is faced with three options: break up, relea-;e a
live album (for die-hard fans) or put out a
• "Greatest Hits" or "Best Of' CD. Thus, we
have ..In Time: The Best of R.E.M. 19882003."
I'm not sure about the purpose of this album,

as "BeJt Of' COs .are usually glorified mix
tapes. If you are a huge R.E.M. fan, you probably have all this stuff already -except for the
two new songs, which I guess are intended as
an incentive to buy this disc.
The band might even realize you sold your
copies of "Monster," "New Adventures in Hi-

Fi," "Up" and "Reveal" (if you made it that far)
on e Bay, so now you can own a few of the better songs from each. That's the best thing about
..In Time'" - not nll the material after "Automatic for the People" sucks. For example "EBow the Letter" (a duet with Patti Smith) and
"Electrolyte," from "New Adventures in HiPi.'' rank with the hand's finest work. However. the inclusion of ''Everybody Hurts:· the
appalling "Stand" and "What' s the Frequency,
Kenneth?" drag the collection down. They
should have released "The Best of R.E.M.
After •Automatic for the People' and Not
Including 'What's the Frequency, Kenneth?'"
Another working title I had in mind wa.'i "19932003: The Mediocre Years."
The two new tracks on this CD, ··sad Day".
and ''Animal'' are barely worth having. "Bad
Day" hearkens back to the group's ' 80s heyday, reminiscent of its m.atmal from "Life's
Rich Pageant." ll is pretty good, in a they-arerepeating-themselves kind of way. Then again,
it was written in 1986. "Animal," on the other

hand. is a wholly different breed. It's a mish;
mao;h of '70s glam a Ia T. Rex. '60s psyche- •
delia n Ia the Beach Boys' weirder stuff and ...
I don't even know. It ends up sounding like ..
Moby with a bad ecstasy hangover.
•
No one can deny that "Nighto;wimming,"~
"Man on the Moon" and "Losing my Religion" '~
are great songs-even if you're sick to death o( ..
hearing them. As far as the rest of this collection is concerned, the quality and relevance of
the band' s work is open for debate.
If you have been living in a cave for the la<;t
20 years, this is an average introduction to a
once-great band. But. if you're culturally aware
enough to recognile that the Earth is round and
evolution was proven over a century ago. you
could probably do without this.
Now it's grading time again. I'm not giving
this CD a grade. Rather, I'm bestowing it with
an " I" for ''incomplete," which is lruly what it
is.
Obligatory Rating: I

Rzn
Kenm.c
...

Fzn

Editor in Chief,
The Murray State News
4.0 Student
Kappa Tau Alpha Me01ber
Independent Study Abroad,
Hartpury College
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Ukranian student gives cultural presentation
by Alida Ray
Ao;sht.mt College Life Editor
Jackelyn Vargas, sophomore from Murray,
said she wanted to learn more about Russian
culture after seeing four Russian immigrants
deported from Mexico on the news.
Four Russian females were caught using
expired visas and working in the black market
as prostitutes and strippers in Mexico.
"I found it interesting that they flew halfway
around the world." Vargas said. "I thought.
'Why'would they go to such an expense?"'
nona Abramova, senior from the Ukraine,
was able to answer Vargas' question Tuesday
at her presentation on the Ukraine, a former
member of the Soviet Union. as par1 of International Education Week.
Abramova said while many Ukrainians are
wealthier than most Americans, the majority
are far below our poverty level.
"If you wanted to <;upport your family. you
would do anything just to live," she said. "A
lot of girls, to survive, would go abroad (to
CLUES ACROSS

1. A way to nx firmly
5. Humanistic discipline
9. Give out
14. Pier, side of porch
15. Short, high tone produced as a signal or warning
16. Nigerian monetary unit
17. Monetary unit of Iran
18. At some prior time
19. Below deck
20. Pilgrim home
23. Grayish-brown eagle
24. God of sky (Scandinavian)
25. Diminished
28. In a way, wards off an
attack against
33. Gael, for one
34. Athapaskanlanguage
35. Expresses surprise
36. Sorghum
39. The largest city in Africa
41. They_

become prostitutes)."
Abramova said although the U.S. economy
is more beneliciaJ in most respects, she prefers
the Ukrainian healthcare system.
Eryn Murray, junior from Lexington, said
she was unaware the Ukruinian government
covered the cost of all healthcare.
"1 was (surprised) about the fact that if they
go to the hospital. it's free," Murray said.
Abramova said one thing she does appreci·
ate about the United States is the way Americans strive for comfort.
"People don't pay attention to the way they
look here," she said. "If I go to the university
(in Ukraine), I should have hair (fixed), I
should have makeup (on). But when I'm here,
I don't really care."
Abramova said she also feels free to eat
more here. and now she cannot fathom how
Ukrainian women eat so little.
"(Ukrainian) girls are crazy about their
weight.'' she said. 'They eat like nothing ...
and they exercise really. really a lot. I wouldn't be fat here. but I would be (heavier) than

42. Heron genus

2. A blue dye

43. The second letter of the

3. Type of brace
4. Fan palm
5. Be plentiful

Greek alphabet
44. Heedlessness
46. Too much noise
48. A lyric poem with complex stanza forms
49. Root of taro plant
50. Intrigue
57. Larceny
58. Part of 0 . Henry story
title
59. Swiss river
60. Zellweger
61 . Mastery (Scottish)
62. Small slender gull
63. Chamois of the Pyrenees
64. Totals
65. One of the coasts

CLUES DOWN
1. Stringed musical instru·
ment

normal (in the Ukraine)."
Abramova said the biggest differences
between America and the Ukraine lie in social
and cultural taboos. She said since she arrived
in the United Stares in August, she has learned
not to mention religion. salaries or politics.
On the other hand, Abramova said Americans' openness to discuss personal problems
and sexuality, namely homosexuality, was initially a shock to her.
She said while homosexuality probably
exists in her country, Ukrainians avoid the
issue because of its conservative culture.
Murray said she found it odd that Ukruinians strongly oppose homosexuality.
"In Europe.they're free about (sexuality), or
at least that's what I thought." Murray said.
"But now I know they' re more conservative."
Vargas said she Liked the way Abramova
presented the truth about her culture.
Mark Galloway. international student adviser, said Abramova is at Murray State on a oneyear U.S. State Department program that
brings students from the former Soviet Union.

6. Annual Income (French)
7. High __ .
8. Type of first draft
9. Type of mind
10. Pakistani city
11. Big cat
12. Paris airport
13. Small amount
21 . Mined mineral
22. Native American people
25. Mongol emperor of India
26. Yogi _
27. Purgative leaves
28. Whittles
29. Ribosomal ribonucleic
acid
30. Foreman
31 . Soviet city
32. A group of fish
34. Turfs
37. In a way, assigned

38. Brook
40. A way to get rid of
45. Dancer
46. In a way, flows
47. Oklahoma town
49. Capable of wounding
50. Home (French)
51. A Russian river

Galloway said Abramova volunteered to
give a presentation on her culture to meet
requirements t(lr the program during International Educalion Week.
Activities for the week commenced with a
symposium on globalization last Thursday.
Other event~ i'ncluded week-long essay and art
contest exhibits, a lecture on cuhural diversity
counseling. an international bazaar and free
samples of international coffees and teas
Thursday. All events occurred in the Curris
Center. Galloway said new activities may have
contributed to the unprecedented success in
the week's events this year.
"Our max before was about 750, but this
year we had close to 820 (participants)... Galloway said. ''It was one of the biggest ever.''
"In generdl, (the purpose of International
Education Week) is to get people to think
globally and see how the United States fits into
Rashod Ta ylor/The News
the rest of the world and how Murray State
Ilona Abramova, senior from the Ukraine,
:;tudents shouldn't be thinking just about Kendisplays
pictures of a Greek Orthodox church .
tucky or the United States. but to give them an
as part of her cultural presentation Tuesday.
international flavor."

52. Siberian river •
53. Aromatic ointment
54. Mother of Cronus
55. Strays
56. Torn apart as If by wind
or lightning or explosive
57. Denotes three

Last week's solution
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Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

~ 111rJ.I)•
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FontUll W~ar, Limousines and Vans

304 Main St.
Murray
759-5000
1-888-FOR MRJS
1-888-367-6757

Weddings, Proms, Banquet~.
Birthdays 0- Anniversaries

116 N. Market
Paris, TN 38242
(731) 958-5300

<Toll Free Nationwide>
www.mrjsladyjs.com

I

1-888-9LUXURY
1-888-958-9879

1006 Chestnut St. • Murray
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The Ladies of Sigma Sigma S~gma cordially invit:e ilie
follo-wing gent:lemen t:o our Christ:mas Crush Dance.
~

1603 Miller Street Men
Aaron Dail
Aaron Mosier
Aaron Tyrie
Adam Bittel
Adam Brown
Adam Hedges
Adam Bittel
Adam Milburgn

~~R~ar·~-----~~~-----~~

~ende~
~~--~--~~~~

~MQrris
ny Ol~etro

A
Ast1\ftY SheiKh
Banana, Tomito, Apple, and Mango
Bash~fiAzzeh

Beau va~hn
Ben Clement
Ben FurlonQ
Bob Saget
Brad Barrow
Brandon Brady
Brent Kleier
Brent Wilcox
Brett Gibbs
Brett Reddick
Brett Vander;mulen
Brian Collil')$
Brian Fatatko
Brian Ross
·
Brian WYnr:t
Bryar.{MQrris
Caleb Watters

Creaso·....--- - - - - - - -

Clint Edds
Clint Meyer
Cody Brahm
Cody Krech
Cody Patton
Co~y

Jesse Johnston
Jesse Prater
Jim Dudley
Joe Ebert
Joe Ponder
Robinson-=--~~Joe Tallie-·__,.....,.,....,.......,__,....,

Colll(l Bake~
Corey. L8\NIS!l
Craig Stleffeit!
Dan Fletcher
Dan Stagal
Danny SctiQif
David Martin
Derek J
Derek Martin
OJ Mernick
OJ Paul Rohrer
Drew Farmer
Drew Lacey
Dylan Schaumberg
Edwin King
Eric Belmonte
Eric Johnson
Eric Morski
Eric o·Reiley
Ernest Camel
Evan Hart
Franz

~rahm

Greg
lan Grimm
J.C. Hicks
Jacob Abbott

• ~afnes Cook
James Mills
G'had~ Mitchell
Jared Hemmer
hase Venable
Jared Nance
~p Walker
Cfms Barkett~~~.........__--'-----·-~-------~-· Jason Elliott
Chris Chandler
Jason Foust
Chris Dietrich
Jason Henson
Chris Folz
Jay Ernison
Chris Hadley
Jay Keigher
Chris Jung
Jay Powell
Chris Sanders
Jeff Heacox
Jerod Williams
Chris Stratman
Clint Borm
Jess Rainer
Car~y

John Alonzo

John Goomes

John
John
John
John
John
John
n
n

Fourshee
Green
Jenkins
Kopperud
Luttrell
Oliver
Sims
Spinner
Michael Hill
King
Staughter

~Sullivan

Duke
h Hale
osh Kelley
Josh Parker
Josh Parrish
Josh Smith
Josh Ussery
JP Nix
Justin Evans
Justin Smith
Justin Thomas
Justin Watkins

Kevin Spengler
Kevtn :rabor-----'

Kiah Clayton
Kris Gordon
Kyle Krantz
Kyle Penic
Kyle Turner
Kyser Lough
Leonard Matlock
Luke McCall
Marcus Vaughn
Mark Borum
Mark Fitch
Marteze Hammonds

Matt
J\llatt
Matt
Matt

Blanchard

Thomas Hobbs

Keel

Tam Alonzo

Hoskins ~~~......--~- Tillen Perry

Weaver

~~~~~r:~a:~d

Michael Wilson
Mike DaiJ
Mike McCartY
Mike McGrievey
Mike Perry
Mikey Morelan
Morgan McCall
Nat Morris
Neal 0, Donnell
Nicholas Morris
Nick Calhoun
Nick Courtwright
Patrick Hayden
Patrick Murphy
Paul Ditterline
Paul Elfin
Paul Mills
PeY.ton Mastera
Ph1l Jones /
Phillip Geun_·n
______
Reese Roper
Reggie Farrior
Reggie Shaw
Blchar.dJ3owlaod _ __
Robert Hankins
Ryan Gasaway
Ryan Geib
Ryan Saxton
Scott MeDon nel
Scott Utley
Seth Cronch
Seth MeG regeor
Shane Obenfuss
Shawn Miller
Simon Graut
Stan Torzewski
Steve Thompson
Steven Turner
Taylor Redfern
Termaine Shellman

Tim Haworth

i:~ ~;~~~s

Tim Untried
Tony Lucido
Travis Humkey
Tripp Gibson
Tyler Baker
Tyler Riordan
Tyler Wiiles
Wade Robson
Wayne Lau
Wes Hatcher.
William Tucker
Zach Cox
Zach Hobbs
Zach Tinkle
ZZ
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Celeb.r ation
~.

Rashod Taylor/The News

Murray State junior setter Casandra Ersel and members of the Racer '\!S)IIeyball team celebrate Friday following a 3-2
match victory over SEMO. With the win, MSU clinches the No. 6 seed in next week's Ohio Valley Conference Tournament.

..•••

Despite off-court adversity, Racer volleyball heads back to OVC Tournament

,..
,••..
• 4

by Nathan Clinkenbeard

•I

Assistant Sports Editor

•

These days, it seems the only way the Racer women's
volleyball team can lose is if games arc forfeited to
opponents.
Blocking out negative publicity from last week, the
women went back to their dominaung ways by putting
away Southeast Missouri State 3-2 on Friday and clinching a spot in the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament.
The following afternoon, the women beat Eastern Illinois 3-0 in Head Coach Dave Schwepker' s IOOth win.
The victory on Friday against SEMO was Schwepker's first win against his alma mater, ending a 12-game
losing streak to the Otahkians.
''This whole SEMO thing - we finally beat them for
my fi rst time in six years here," Schwepkcr said. " It was
a real up-and-down match, and we had a lot of people do

good jobs for us "
The Racers ( 14-11, 8-7 OVC) were led by sophomore
setter Nikki Wong, who had her second triple-double of
the season. smashing 12 kills, 56 assists and 11 digs.
Freshman middle blocker Katie Kemezys scored her
first career double-double with 14 kills and 10 blocks.
With all the talk concerning the eligibility of Abbi
Gui, Kemezys said the team is closer than ever. and the
players are completely focused and ready to take on
anyone in the OVC Tournament.
"More than nnythtng, this has brought our team closer,'' Kemezys said. "Before every game, we tell each
other we are still a team and that we want to win for
Abbi. We know in our hearts that we won those games
and that we can beat anyone in the OVC."
It took soml!~ time for the women to get going. but
after losing the fi rst game and trailing in the second
match 22- J7. the women ripped a I 3- 1 run to take the

second game 30-23.
The Racers had to use anothcl late run in the third
game to win 30-27. SEMO took game four 30-20. but
Murray State took early control of the deciding fifth
game. ama'>sing a 7-21ead.
SEMO could not make up the deticit as the women
won game live 15·9, but more importantly, Murray
State clinched a spot in postseason play.
Junior outside hitter Kimberly Dunnage had a teamhigh 19 kills and n team-high attack percentage of .381,
.,., hile sophomore outside hitter Paige Sun scored 14 ,
kills and 17 digs.
The next afternoon. the Racer team had to go to work
again as it stomped Eastern Illinois in a three-game
:;weep.
Wong tallied a double-double with a match-high 48
assists and II digs. Wong also had a· co-match-high
three blocks. Sun led the Racers in the kill category with

12 slams.
Bunnage had a solid defensive performance with a
match-high 13 digs, while Casandra Ersel added 11 digs
of her own.
SchwepJcer said he was able to get great performances
from many of his players, and he was very happy with
the way his team performed.
"We played well, although we started off a little
slow," Schwepker said. "Out blocking was a little weak.
so our defense was down, but we were able to come
back and straighten those things out. We had a lot of
players contribute today, and that speaks well for this
team."
The Racers went on to face SEMO foe the second time
in a week on Thursday in Morehead for the opening
round of the OVC Tournament. Results were unavailable at press time. Check back next week for full coverage.

Offense comes alive; Racers drop Martin 41-27

f

1 Racers

can reach .500 with victory Saturday;
I Senior Day wil{honor graduating football players
I

l

by Chris jung

I
t

~ports

i, 3-4 Ohio Valley Conference) out-

Editor

!

lf the main goal for the remainder of
: the 2003 football season is simply to
( gain momentum for next year, then the
l Racers' future looks promising following the defeat of Tennessee· Martin on
Nov. 13.
Led by junior Ron Lane's 210-rushing yard, two-touchdown perfonnancc:
and sophomore quarterback Stephen
' Hatchell's three touchdowns. MSU (4-

gained the Sky hawks on offense 510 to
334 and revealed a possible glimpse of
the program's future.
"We finally got some things going in
the second half," Head Coach Joe Pan·
nunzio said. "I think the big play was
the pass to Andrew (Nowacki).
Stephen did a great job of standing in
there and hilling Andrew. Then, we
were able to start running the ball like
we wanted to all seawn."
Despite Martin jumping out to an

early 7-0 lead, the Racers charged back
in the ~econd quarter with a 13-spot.
After Hatchell hit senior wide receiver
Deandre Green for a 10-yard touchdown pass. junior running back
Ulysses OdC'ms ran for a 12-yard
touchdown, knotting the score at 13-13
by halftime.
"I'm really pleased with our running
game," Pannunzio said. "(UTM) put
eight men in the box and dare you to
run the ball, and J think that's the fi rst
rime since I've been here that we were

get some momentum for next season,"
Lane said. "Martin's rnuch better than
they were lac;t year, and it took us a
while to get going. But our offensive
line really blocked well. and we got
some big plays. It felt good to finally
get some big plays on offense."
Senior wide receiver Andrew
Nowacki charted the game--winning
score when he and Hatchell hooked up
for a 43-yard pass late in the third quat·
ter. Hatchell finished the day 14-of·2S
for 175 yards, two passing touchdowns
and one rushing.
"In the first half, we were just miss·
ing on some plays," Hatchell said.
''Once we started hitting those, things
turned around for us. When y~ make

able to run against an eight-man front."
Lane and the Racers exploded in the
second half. Over the final 30 minutes,
Lune canied the bull 14 tunes and
picked up 166 rushing yardl.. an average of alm(¥,t 12 yards per carry. His
first touchdo~An tied the score at 20-20,
and his 40-yard tou~.:hdown run, the
second of the halt~ extended MSU's
lead to 34-20.
Lane became the first Racer to rush
for 200 yard<~ or more ~ince Billy Blanchard's 235 in 2001, also again'>l Martin. The aU-time school record i:; held
by George Grc.:cntield, who rushed for
259 yan.ls in 1972 against Evansville.
·•rhat wa~ a big win for us because
we want to go out on a good note and

plays on offense, things get pretty easy
for you. I know I felt more comfortable
tonight than any game this season."
Hatchell ran for a 3-yard touchdown
with 4:22 remaining in the game,
clinching the Racers' third conference
victory. The Racer offense also was led
by Odoms' 78 yards on eight carries
and 109 combined receiving yards by
Nowacki and Green.
The Racers now have just one game
remaining, and the season finale. also
Senior Day, will be played at !:30 Saturday against Tennessee State. MSU
has won two of its last three games.
and with a victory Saturday, the Racers
can finish with a .500 record within the

ovc.

Deer season closes; rabbits, quails fair game
Deer season is winding down for me. I've
had a good run at it this year with my share of
hard luck and successful hunts.
Now, it's time to move on to the wintertime
hunting available here in the commonwealth.
My lord. some line hunting opportunities are
availablr this time of year.
For starters. quail and rabbit sea~ns opened
la.-.t .\1onday. l grew up following my father
and his prized bird dogs through picked bean
tields und honeysuckle thickets. searching tor
fat little bmwn birds called bobwhite quail.
Usually we'd find a few groups of bi rd~;, the
dogs would Jock up in point. and the birds
would rise while I'd blast away with my shotgun. Most of the time, those birds would tly off
<t linlc shaken, but otherwbe unharmed. as my
yoUi hful wing-~hooting skills weren't much
better than now. Dad, on the other hand, would
u~ually have a game bag .'>Wollen with succu_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. lent quail by the end of the day.

...•
.
.
....

OVC Football Standings

5-6

5-2

6-4

4·3

Nov. 22
f'cnnessee Tech@ Eastern Ken·
tucky, noon
jacksonville State @ SEMO, 1 p.m.
Samford@ Eastern Illinois,

6-5
4-7

4-3

1:30 p.m.

3-4

Tennessee State@ M\trray State,
1:30 p.m. (Senior Day)

Overall

Jacksonville State
Eastern Kentucky
SEMO •
! Samford
• Tennes~>e State
Eastern Illinois
·Murray State
Tenncssl.'e Tech
Tennessee-Martin

ovc

OVC Football Schedule

7·3

6-1

6·5

6-2

4-7

3-4

2·8
2-10

1-6
1·7

The amount of walking involved in quail
hunting in proportion to the number of birds
found c:m sometimes be a linle fru::.1rating. rhis
is " hY evel)thing involved wfth quail hunting
must be light-weight . Downing an eight-quail
limit adds no more than u few pounds to the
weight, and this is mrc anyway- especially for
me. Shooting a rabbit or two three miles from
the truck while walking the other way is a different matter entirely. When you figure th:u
one rabbit weighs as much ac; 10 yuails anJ
tends to sag in a hunting vest, things can get
mighty uncomfortable. The bad thing uhout
rabbits is that relative to quail, they ure ea~y to
shoot. Oftentime!'. after missing n dozen or so
quail, I'd 'hoot a rabbit to convince myself that
my shotgun barrel wa~n' t bent and proudly
hold my prize up for my father to see. He'd grin
a little and shake his head.
Eventually, the crook in my back that wa~
present throughout bird sea.o;on taught me not to

OVC Volleyball Standings
Morehead State
Jacksonville State
Ea!.tern Kt•ntucky
Au~tin Peay
SE.\10
Murray State
Samford
Eastern Illinois
Tennes~ee TL'Ch
TennCSS<.'C· Martin
Tennessee State

0\'crall
21·9
23·7

21-12
15·15
11-l!l
15-11

JJ-17
9-23
10·19
7-25
7-25

OVC
14·2
12·4
10-6
10-6
10-6
9-7
6·10

fi-.10
5-11
5·11
1·15

shoot rabbits when quail hunting or at least not
until the truck is in view.
Last year, I decided to put my quail-hunting
career on hiatus for a season of experimental
duck hunting. Let me tell you, getting up at
3:30 in the morning and lugging three dozen
duck decoys a mile through waist-deep ice
wuter and mud while weuring seven layers of
clothing. waders and packing a shotgun, game
bag and coffee thermos is relaxing compared to
trying to keep up with u pair of bird dogs at the
end of the day. The nice thing about duck hunting is a fellow can sit down and talk with his
buddic:. over a thermos of hot coffee while
waiting for a group of mallards to come sailing
into the decoys.
Th~ bad thing about duck hunting is about 99
percent of the time it involves water. It isn' t just
any water either - it's cold, nasty. muddy
!>wamp water that smells as bad as a Porta Potty
in a summer carnival. It usually has 10-pound

OVC Volleyball Tournament
Schedule

blocks of ice floating around in it to keep things
interesting. Combine this with working in the
dark to set up decoys and a pair of leaky
waders, and you have the ingredients for a traditional duck hunl
Of course, ducks aren' t much easier to hit
than quail, unless they're preparing to light in
your decoys after some finely tuned calling.
The shots I usually get at ducks are when they
fly away after some finely tuned cussing.
Duck season opens on Thanksgiving Day.
This is a day dad and I usually reserve for quail
hunting as well as an occasional family dinner.
This year, I'll probably head 0!-lt after ducks
that morning and maybe quail that evening.
Will we feast on fried quail and basted duck
breasts rather than fann-raised turkey? Probably not, but it's a nice thought.

Will Br0111ley is th~ hunting and fishing columnist for "1M Mu"ay Stat~ News."

OVC Soccer Final
Standings
Samford
x-Eastem Illinois
Jack.'>Onville State
Tennessce·Martin
SEMO
Tennessee Tech
Murray State
Austin Pcay
Mon•ht'ad State

Nov. 20
No. 4 Ea:otcrn KL•nh.tcky vs.
No.5 Austin Pl.'ay, 3:30p.m.
No.3 SEMO vs. No.6 Murr~y
State, 6 p.m.
Nov. 22
OVC Championship, noon

Overall
12-4·3
10-5-4
11-5-4

9-7·3
10·5·5
9-11·0
6-to-3
5-13-1
2·13·1

OVC Soccer Schedule
Nov.14
NCAA College Cup, First Round
Missouri
1
Eastern lllinois 0

ovc
7-1-0
6-0-2
4-1-3
4-2-2
4-3-1
3-6·0
3-5-0
1-7-0
0-8-0

x-OVC Toumament Champion
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Final tuning
The Racers defeat VASDA 99-69 in final test
before opening 2003-04 regular season play
by Jake Lowary
Slaff Writer
Murray State's basketball
program has experienced a
rough renovation over the past
few months, but t.,ings nre
beginning to smooth out for
the men's team.
The most nttention·drawing
event was the announcement
of a new men's head basketball coach - Mick Cronin.
Cronin was an assistant under
Rick Pitino at the University
of Louisville and also an assistant to Bob Huggins at Cincinnati.
Cronin is not the only new

'Cronin era' provides excitement,
needs endorsement from students
If you follow Racer
men's ba~ketball, many
things may be running
• through your mind.
One is the thought of
seeing several extremely
talented past teams that
never even survived the
first round of the NCAA
Tournament despite solid
season play amid Ohio
Valley Conference competition. Or you could be
thinking of past teams
which were poised for
success but failed to rise
to the next level from lack
of proper coaching.
As the new season officially begins Saturday
night, your enthusiasm is
requested.
Since the opening of

f Ivis,
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D~.1n,

the Regional Special
Event~ Center in 1998.
the only ba~ketball you
have seen is that of the
Tevester Anderson era
with h1s slow-tempo.
half.coun offense and
lethargic, unenthusiastic
defense.
A needed change has
occurred with the arrival
of the young, energized
and very talented Mick
Cronin.
Cronin brings discipline, hard work and a
fast-paced play style sure
to bring additions to the
win column and. hopefully, each of you to a seat
for every Racer home
game.
I challenge the students

Marilyn Monroe, James
Belly Boop and morel

Trader'i flea Mtlrket and Bingo

Center. lxit 16 off 1-24 Paducah.
Open Sat. and Sun. 9 a.m. • b p.m.
Ask for Happy ),lck at office.
BROTHER BRAND electric type·
writer. Only used a few lime~
when l was .tn English major .mel
w,1nted to f~'el more legit. $:.!0.
C.111 (270) 22&-9625
,_C,_H
....,INE,
ANTIQUE SEWI-N-=G- M_A
wooden cabinet in good condition.
S75. 753-1176
NEON BEEJi -:S~
IG'""'N'""~=--;tflsJ .il.~Jort•
ed o ther me tal signs. Traders
Hea Market and Bingo Center.
lxit 16 off 1· 24 Paducah. Open
Sat . .wd Sun. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
A~k for Happy jack at office.
BUILDINGS - POLE BARN
30x50xl0' $4,695.00 Includes
plilns, instructions, slider, paint·
ed
rnct;li,
free
dclivNy,
(937) 718-1471.
NEED A C
;::cO
::=-:--:
M~P""'U""T=ER=-'l~BA
-:--=
0CREDITJ Hankruptcy OK. No
Credit Chec k. Guaranteed
Approval, Checking account,
Home Phone required . (800)
4 I 9--1183, www.pc4sure.com
FREE 3·ROOM DiRECTV SYSTEM
INCLUDING
INSTALtATIONI
Sub~cribe to "NIL-Sunday Ticket"
get 4 months FRFE progr<~mrning.
Acce~' 225+ TV ChJnnf'l~. Oigit.tl
qu.llity picture/sound. llmitf'd
time offer. 1·800-208-4617.
Tl-83 CALCULATOR $50 or best
oHer. C1ll 759-3525

HELP WANTED
JOIN THE SOUTHWOODS WAY
Southwood~ is a co-ed residenti.ll
children's cnmp in the Adirond.1rk
Mount.1in~ of Nevv York. South·
wood~ i\ 5eeking ENTHUSIASTIC,
I NLRCil TIC, AND FUN-LOVJNC:
Individuals to make a positive
imp.tct on .1 child'~ life. Positions •

to attend gan1es at the
RSEC, becoine a vital
pan of a dominant pro·
gram and generate
enough noise to make the
RSEC the most intimidating arena in college basketball.
1hope to see all of you
on Saturday night for the
sea'!On·s li rst victory. and
don't be afraid to show
your support for this 1,rreat
team by joining me and
the rest of Mick's Maniacs on the floor.
As always, feel free to
send a letrer to the editor
or e-mail ' me at
pate lark@ hotmai l.com.
especially if you're interested in becoming one of
Mick's Maniacs.

.tre .wailablt> in the are.ts of; grour
leading ,Jthlelics, outdoor .ldventun•, creative ana performing arts,
water sport~ and much more! B<'n·
Pfits of working at Southwood~
mclude salary, travel, room,
board, laundry, and much more!
~or more mlormation and to complct<' .1n application please cont,lCI U\: www.southwood~.com I·
800-449· JJ57
COMMUNITY EDUCATOR: rhe
R<lfH! Crisis Center i~ acn•pting
•1ppllcations for the position of
Cornmunity fducator in its Murray
office. Responsibilities include:
Providing agency's community
eduroation programming 10 all
~c hool age students and <~dulls,
developing appropriate ' currfcu·
lum ,,nd outreach/marketing ,lcllv·
iues within the agency's southern
~ervin.! area (Graves, C.tlloway,
fuhon, .1nd Hickman Counties),
and maintaining records. PT/some
lwnt>fits. REQUIR[M[N rs: llac helor's degree .1nd knowledge/expt'·
nence necessary to perform
duties. Proficiency in Microsoft
omce. [><cellent communications
etnd lntcrprrsonal skills. No prior
h1story of criminal bt>havior. Send
cover letter and resume to Carolyn
Smuh, Excwtive Director, Ro~pe
Cri~i~ Center, P.O. Box 8506, Piid·
ucah KY 41002-8506 or e-mail
dorunwnts to abidwellOrapt•C"fl·
' ~i\WkY..org EO!:
FRATERNITIES, • S()ROlUTIES,
CLUBS, STUDJ:NT GROUPS • Farn
S1,000 to $2,000 this SCI11t'~lt'r
with ,1 proven Campu~Fundr,tiscr
.1-hour lundraising event. Our free
program~ make Tundraising euy
witli no risks. Fundra1sing dates arc~
filling qu1ckly, so get w1ih the progrt~ml II works. Contac-t C1mpus·
fundraiscr dt (888) 923·3238 or
v1sil www.campu~fundraiser.com.
IDtACCTFTStiY-ni£NDL Y
h;H openings for party pl.1n
.tdvi~er$. C.1ll about our New
Man.1ger Program. Decor,
Glfb, Toy~. Cash, Trips.
Recogn•tion. (800)488-4875.
www.frlendlyhome.com

Paul Baker/The News

Murray State senior
guard Chris Shumate
looks for a teammate during Saturday's 99-69 exhibition win over VASDA.
The Racer team opens its
2003 season at 7:15
tomorrow night.

NATIONAL PUBLISHING Company looking lor S.1le~ Rcpres('nlative in Kentucky. Willing
to travel Monday-Fritiay. Comm•~~ion
Position
Company
average pays $720/weck. C.1ll
(800) 225-6368 E.xt. 333 .
DRMR~ -~AliON..

CrT MILES! GET HOMfl Gl T
PAID DAILY! Hiring Solos &
Te,lm~! Abo Hiring Owner Oper·
ator~. Call for Details! (888) 3464639 www.knighttr.lns.com
16:0AY'CARE£RIRAININC"-DRI·
VER
TRAINEES
WANTED
TODAY! CLASS-A tOt & IMrc~h
er 1rainmg. N.ttionwnl<> Job
J'lacement Assistance. Companies
Hiring Today & Offering Twtion
Re<mburscment {800) 883.0171 .
www.delt.l.lcademy.com
DRIVERS COL DRIVERS NEEDED! Up to 34 cprn to start, br•n·
efits, H.ubed training, <: onv.
fleet. I yr. veriii,lblt• OTR
w/dean record. Call: (800) 8111·
8JJ8. U.S. Truckingft.1ndst.u.

FOR RENT
VERY NICE 2 BR 2 BATH DUPLEX
wf l'A~rport WID hook-up $550 per
month. t yc<~r lease w/ dt:'posit.
1402 Crystal Brook l.n. 759-5477.
Available Jan. 1.
NICE ClEAN 2 BR TRIPLEXAPT.
WJJI-to-wall carpet Nice loc.lllon.
~ingle family residenll<~l aml. :;tove,
rl'frigcrator, new washt:'f/dryc·r. SJ&O
rcnl, $360 depo!'it. Ph<11l<! 75.1-7207.
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT • G.1>
heat, electric, ale, ~tow. n·frigcr.llor,
w;lsht·r, dryer. $.l60/mo. rt•nl. S%0
dt.·~it, lease. No pets. 751·7207.
UVE OAK APARTMENTSCi06 Ur<>ad
St. b<tt.>nded. 1 Bedroom S290, l.
Bedroom $340,3 Bedroom $42'>. 6monlh lea..<oe, S100 depos•t.

REAL ESTATE
AUCTION BURKESVILLE, KY 250
10 4 lrac!S. Un~urp.ts~'<l ch·r
and turkey hunting. 9 miles from D.! II!
Hollow I ake. Aug 30, 200.1. (.l701
734·6053. Joe Bryant, Aut:liotlt~

1\rrt><;

LAKE BARGAIN $24,900. I ree
mvered boat ~lip! Gently ~loping
lake vu:•w par..:el wink(• mix of
low rolling mt!adows & trees.
Abuts national forest on 35,000
acre recre.lllonal l,tke in T<'nn.
Paved roads, water, sewer, more.
Excellent financmg. C.tll now
(800) 704-315-1 ext. 490.
LAKEFRONT LOG HOME .l, lSO
~q ft., 3.2 acre $13·1,900. ne.JUti·
fut new 3,150 sq. ft ••1utlwnur.
l,1kefronl log home on J.:Z .u rt·~
w/gorgcous long-rilngt• vif~w~ .
l.tke ,tcce~~. pNfecl gt•t.•way.
Must ~ee. Call now (800) 770·
9311 Ext. 335.
NEW LAKE HOME, LAKE CUMBI RtANI), KY $89,900. N(:wly built,
u .'<Lir-!>ided home, never tivt..'(l in,
fully furnished w/scrt'Cfl('<l·in patio,
huge deck, hrt'Piace, jacuui tub,
great voews, much mort•! Call (llOOl
770·!13 I 1 ext. 971 .

TRAVEL
PANAMA CITY BEACH, Fl
Spnng J3rea~ - World F.11nous
Tik1 Bart Sandr•per-Bt•acon
Be,!Ch Resort, 1· 800-4116-882 8,
www . sa ndpiperbeac:on.com
"The fun Place!•
SPRING BREAK - Sign up with
Student hpress and get fRf:E
roundtnp a1rline tickets to ovN 15
lntmnational
de~tinatlons
inrluding Arub.t, Dorninkan
Rt>puulic, CoMa Ric.!, C.trihlll'.ln
hot ~pots 11nd more. Why go with
anyone else. Limited offl'r - C'Jil
roow. Commi~sion rep position~
abo .wailable. (800) 787-37!17
www. studentexpres~.com
BIGGEST SPRING BREAK PARTY!
Crufse With 1oo~ oi studC'nl~ on the
largesl and wildest student party
cruise! Spend 5 days in the
Bahamas from S:l79llncludes mml
me.JIS, free parties, port t.1xesl
Ethic~ <~ward-winning comp.tnyl
www. springbrcal<tr.tvd .com
(ll00) 678-6386.
CANCUN, ACAPULCO, NASSAU,
JAMAICA! 7 night~ from $459 +

t.lxl Includes bre.Jkfa~ls, dinntors,
20-50 hours free drinks! Guaranteed lowest prices and bi'St party
scht"dule. The only spring break
company recogn•zed for oustanding ethics! V1sit the BEST ~pring
break site on the Web - view t 00s
of hotel vidt'Os and reviews at
www .spri ngbrenktravel . com
(800) 678-6386
ACT NOW! BOOK 11 PEOPLE, GET
12th trip free. Group di~counb for
6+ www.springbreilkdiscounts.com
or (800) 83!1-8102
PANAMA CITY BEACH. S.tndpiper·Beacon lleach Resort. From
S39 1-2 pm or .trrive SuJMon.FREE night. Restriction~. Pool~,
river ride, )acuni, tiki bar. (800)
488·8828 www.:..1ndpiperbeacon.
CAMPUS REPS NEEDED! Be a c.tmpus rep fOr' the only Spring Break
Company recognized fOr' oubtJnding
ethics! Earn fr~ lnps & CA$1 II
www. springbrea kl ril vr.l .com
(600) 678-6386
#1 SPRING BREAK VACATiONS!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
Bahamas, Mazatlan, llorid.t,
S.Padre. 1 10% Best Prlc.e~! Book
Now & Get Free Parties & Meals!
Group Discounts. Now Hiring
Campus Reps! (8001 2 .14-7007
endlcsssummcrtours.c:om
CHERRY BLOSSOM GOLF AND
COUNTRY CLUB, Georgetown,
KY. Golf Digest voted us Best in
State, #9! join us for your next
round or Outing! C.lll (SOl) 5709849.
SPRING BREAK 2004, Travelwith
STS, America's #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas and Florido~. Now
hiring campus reps. Call for group
discounts. lnformalion/Reservations
(800)
648·4849
or
.ststra\lel.com.

ATTENTION: RESORT RECRE·
AliON & Hotel Management
Majors! Internships Available in
Re~ort Activities, I ront Offke &

.

atworf..~.com

NEED EXTRA MON'E'Yf looking
for students who ar(' go:.l 011ented
and want something differt.'Ot 111
life. www.livc.tnchhrl'e.com/helpingyou. ror morl' inio, lr.wt• mPssage (877) 34S.tl320. 1hi~ i~ not a
get·rich-quick thing.
WOLFF TANNINCBEDS-Aiford·
able, Convenient. T,u, at J lome,
Payments frorn $25/month. FRfE
Color-Catalog. C.tll Torl.ty. (800)
711-0158 www.np.etstan.com
SODA/SNACK VENDING C5utst.tnding Business Opportunity.
Minimum Investment $3500.
Weekly profi~ up to S t 500! Cdll
now (888) 292-45..!0.
AITENTION HOMEOWNERS DispiJy ~lome!> Warlll'd for Vinyl Sieling Replan•ml·nl Windows. No
payment unhl200·t, f'<tym!'nls start·
ing at $89/rnonth. t\ll t:rl'dit qualifies . Call (800) 251-0841.

ONLINE DISPLAY
ADl]JlTJSING

$25/Week
Inhouse
production
at no charge.
CiJ/1762-1178
forn1orede

THE MURRAY
STATE NEWS

s

Classifieds deadline:
3 p.m. Wednesday

/8tate
M ui-raR
·'l~
news
t11e..

Find it in the classifieds!

~

Food Service! Myrtle Beo~ch &
Hilton Head, SC: Orlando, FL.
join u~ for a semestl'l or summer
gaining hands on ~xpericnce in
sunny
resort
locations!
$300/month stipend! Furnished
Hou~ing! Shuttled Transporta·
tionl Cultuml [vents & Socials'
Gain a cultural expe11ence! Make
friends from .tround tlw world 1
Gain
AH&I A certific.ttion'
Receive internshhip ncdlls Ctll
(800) 864-6761 or e·nwl :
i nfo®a merica nhospit.lllly.•cade·
my.com . www.Americanllosp•lalltyAcademy.com
NEED AN EXTRA $36,000 a yt•;tr?
Vt;"nding routr. tor sal<'. 50 high
traific locations. Cost $5000. 1600-568·1392 or www.~en.dingth

Despite severul high points,
Cronin said some areas still
need more work, including
weak points in the half-court
defense - where most of the
scoring takes place.
"We're s1ill getting on the
same page defensively,''
Cronin ~aid. "Some teams
only have to work on their
half-court defense, but we've
had to work on our half-court
defense and our full-court
defense."
In the game against
VASDA-USA. the Racers shot
a 52 percent from the floor.
The team also wa.c; 73 percent
from the line. Senior guard
Chris Shumate and junior forward Kelvin Brown led the
team with 20 points apiece.
Assistant Coach Chris Goggin said students and fans will
be proud of the team's efforts.
"Our main goal is to gel the
team to the next level," Goggin said, "We want 10 dominate (OVC) play and also go
farther in the NCAA Tournament."

BUSIMSS OPPORTLJr\ITIES CLASSIFIEDS WORK!

Looking for a job, a car, or a mcation destination!

•'

face for the team. All the assistant coaches arc new to Murray as well. Assistant Coach
Matt Grady said a winning tradition is one of the many reasons the new st;~ff was brought
toMSU.
"One of the thing~ that
brought us here was a winning
tradition here at Murray State.
also an opponunity to win ;snd
grow as a coaching staff."
Grady said.
Cronin has implemented a
fast-paced style of play
demonstrated in the 99-69
Nov. 15 exhibition victory
over V ASDA-USA. .'v1SU
won both of its exhibition
games this season. The Racers
played the Global All-Stars on
Nov. 3 and walked away with
a 73-71 win.
\\r'hat impressed Cronin the
most was the arnoun1 of assists
in the game against V ASDAUSA. The Racers managed to
dish the ball 29 limes for a
score. He also said 1he off~n
sive rebounding was impres·
sive.

OassiAed advertising is a great v.-ay to buy and sell, publicize nn upcoming event or to send a message to that special someone. Discot.'er the f>OWeT of cla.~sifieds.
$2 for the first 20 words. • 10¢ for each additional word • Classifieds deadline: 3 p.m. Wednesday • Payment is due when the ad is placed.

~

NOW OPEN ON THE SQUARE
MarJ Engelhwt • Green Lcc1/ Candles & Scents • Home Decor
J
'•

Flr&t: Bapt:i&t: Church

Ask About Local Gift Delivery

%83 S, 4da S!, ~arm. IY • Bln4 Selda, "lab!« t[ \td/hhmily

rrfze cfie"!J Tree

Sundays: 8:30am. •... .. ... .
Contemporary Wonlup
9:4~ am ... .. .. - ..... -·
•. _ .. ~ B1ble SIUdy
tOJS u.m ..... ~- .. ..
• Tradiuorud!Blcodcd WOfship
6 p m. ......... .... ..................... .......... ... ........ .. ... Tradlll~nal 'i\'orsh1p
8 p m............................................. Con1emporary Wonh1p (Th~ N~t)
'1ltt 'l(oi to • ~ -..blptfnltr In •

m(f~ ...tlac

"We're More Than Jusl t... flower ~hoppe."

,.c ....,...lftdt1ralt) r...c.~q.. .,....._

111 S. Fourth Sr.· (270) 761-Gilt.(H~B)

HOPE HARBOR CHURCH

Op<!n Mon.·Fri. 9-6 • Sat. 9·.3

SERVICE TIMES
Sunday 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Wednesday, 7 p.m.

In the Zone
BIBLICAL PRINCIPLES IN

THE

MIIJIIIIIAW f&MIIIW (HIJII(H

....

WIUGHT

WHAT
Four·~tek Bible study using
episodes of'·The Tv.ilight Zl>ne"
to d~cuss Biblical principles.
Each ~eek will feature aditferen
full·length episode followed by
discussion.

WHEN

Build1rtg God's Churr:h bJ making di.fciplts. rnwring fumilits and rralfling ltmdu.•

.Mon., Nov. 24 at 8 p.m.

Praise and Worship Service • 10 a.m.
Home Groups meet Wednesday evemng
www.murrayfamilychurch .org • 92 Chestnut Street • 759-0800

Hart Residential College

AdverUse vour chur&ll here! OnlY S4.15/Wcekl Contael Arela Halflcock.162-4411

!!wrist & qijts

WHERE

SportS

14
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• Exclusive Ltne of
Cosmetic and Skin

Tunnlny & S t orage A e n tol
Per Sitting

WE WILL TEND
Fides, Felines, Fish,
Feathered Friends,
as well as any other
furry or non-furry critters
in their own
home environment!
Shawn Maxwell

MaiPl

I New Purses & baas bY Iwa;tl!J

~
8 a.m.- 9 P.m.

At..

812 Whltnell Drive
Murray, KY

Sat.
8 un.- 8 p.m.
Closed SUndaY

753-3333

BEVERLY CALLOWAY • 753-6926
Bel Au Center • 908 S. 12th St. • Murray

• Petwnalized Service
• Knowledgeable
Beauty CoMultanls

mERLE noRmAn·
C05MI!TIC

:iTlJDJOS

753-6147

210 Main Stn:d, Downtao Munay, K.Y

(270) 759-0420

Rent 2 M ovies, Get 1 FREE

MAR1TH, HUSS.t DALroN, WWDEN, AVAWN

w ith MSU ID.

www.~tan.com

STREI.!l

Ml\StC

• Free Makeup and
Sk1n Care Lessons

I 0% discount oft tannN PaC:kaaes.
swimwar and lotions with MSU 1..0.

House Sitting

Established 1985

Care Products

GOlD MEDAlliON"

BOURGEOIS, SIGMA, AL VAR.EZ .t YAIRZ GUrfARS,
AU IN S'TOCK. AT QRBAT PRICIIS!
OIBCIC our OUit PARICER .t IBANEZ

ELEClRIC GurrARS AND BASSES
GOLD TONE BANJOS .t BANTITARS
MANDOl..lNS, VIOUNS .t Aa::ESSOJUBS

HAPPY HOUR J • 6 P.M.

Located inside

Wai-Mart.

TRY OUR DAH.J SPECIALTY DRINKI

C 2003 Blocl.buster Inc

PUA.SB ~pIN TO SEB O(JR SEI..EC110NI
<:pen JOto S M·F .t /0-4Sal
AumoRJZED DBAL£R OF AU OF 1'HE ABO~
PLUS AMP~ 1BANl!Z, KVSroM .t eRATH

AMPUFIBRS .t OEM KEYBOARDS

I • 8xl0
l- Sx7
8 - W allets

$49

COUPON
FOR EYE EXAM W/ !
MURRAY STATE ID! f

(No Sitting Fee)

·-----------Cali7S)-8809
For All AppointmeDt.
1bke Clue Of Tilt
Family AI OM LD•

ison

'Pltotoglaplty

V

corner of 10th & Arcadia· 759-8866

Three cheers and
a Fiv e Star
celebration.
And at

U.S. Bank, we're proud to celebrate our community
a nd o u r commitment to being yo u r h9metow n bank,
w ith t h e finest financial products backed by the only
Five S t ar Service guarantee. It's your assurance that
you'll receive the highest levels of service availab le
anyw h ere- and that's something to c heer about!
www.usbank.com

~ cajun specials • salads • soups • BBQ

Open Mon. - sac. 11 a.m. - Midnight

607 S. 4th Sr. • Murray, KY 42071 • 753-8809
www.allisonphotography.com

Ce l ebrations bring our community together.

"HOM£ Of THE SPECIAL BEAN ROLL!"
l\ unique Mexican Food • Dell sandwiches A

Member FDIC

